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About Pew Research Center
Pew Research Center is a nonpartisan fact tank that informs the public about the issues, attitudes
and trends shaping the world. It does not take policy positions. The Center conducts public
opinion polling, demographic research, computational social science research and other data
driven research. It studies politics and policy; news habits and media; the internet and technology;
religion; race and ethnicity; international affairs; social, demographic and economic trends;
science; research methodology and data science; and immigration and migration. All of the
Center’s reports are available at www.pewresearch.org. Pew Research Center is a subsidiary of The
Pew Charitable Trusts, its primary funder. This is the latest report in Pew Research Center’s
ongoing investigation of the state of news, information and journalism in the digital age, a
research program funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts, with generous support from the John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation.
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How we did this
Much of Pew Research Center’s earlier research on the U.S. news environment has focused on the
public’s news consumption habits and views toward the news media. This major new undertaking
was designed to capture the other side of the equation, asking U.S.-based journalists to provide
their own perspective on the industry they work in.
The main source of data for this study is a Pew Research Center survey of 11,889 U.S.-based
journalists who are currently working in the news industry and said that they report, edit or create
original news stories in their current job. The survey was conducted online between Feb. 16 and
March 17, 2022. See Appendix for a detailed demographic profile of the journalists who completed
the survey.
Because there is no readily available list of all U.S. journalists, Center researchers relied on
commercial databases of journalists based in the U.S. as well as supplemental lists of news
organizations to create a broad and diverse sample of over 160,000 journalists from as many types
of outlets and areas of reporting as possible. Although it is impossible to be certain every segment
of the journalism profession in the U.S. is covered by the sample, the use of multiple databases and
supplemental lists ensured that journalists from a variety of different reporting areas, news
platform types, as well as outlet sizes and types – such as those who work for organizations that
are intended to primarily reach a particular demographic group – were represented.
Propensity weighting was used to ensure that the responses of the 11,889 respondents aligned with
the full sample of over 160,000 journalists with respect to job titles, media outlet type, freelance
status and geographic location.
See topline for the questions asked in the survey. For more information on the development of the
sample of journalists or the survey weighting, please see the methodology.
Another major goal of this study was to see how the views and attitudes of journalists compare
with those of the American public. To accomplish this, the report also draws upon two surveys of
U.S. adults – one of 9,388 adults conducted Feb. 7-13, 2022, and another of 10,441 adults
conducted March 7-13, 2022. All respondents who took part in these two surveys are members of
the Center’s American Trends Panel, an online survey panel that is recruited through national,
random sampling of residential addresses. Recruiting our panelists by phone or mail ensures that
nearly all U.S. adults have a chance of selection. This gives us confidence that any sample can
represent the whole population (see our Methods 101 explainer on random sampling). To further
ensure that each survey reflects a balanced cross-section of the nation, the data is weighted to
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match the U.S. adult population by gender, race, ethnicity, partisan affiliation, education and other
categories.
See topline for the questions asked in the two surveys of U.S. adults, and see the methodology.
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Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued
Passion for Their Work
77% would choose their career all over again, though 57% are
highly concerned about future restrictions on press freedom
From the economic upheaval of the digital age to the rise of political polarization and the COVID19 pandemic, journalism in America has been in a state of turmoil for decades. While U.S.
journalists recognize the many challenges facing their industry, they continue to express a high
degree of satisfaction and fulfillment in their jobs, according to an extensive new Pew Research
Center survey of nearly 12,000 working U.S.-based journalists.
Seven-in-ten journalists
surveyed say they are “very” or
“somewhat” satisfied with their
job, and an identical share say
they often feel excited about
their work. Even larger
majorities say they are either
“extremely” or “very” proud of
their work – and that if they
had to do it all over again, they
would still pursue a career in
the news industry. About half
of journalists say their job has a
positive impact on their
emotional well-being, higher
than the 34% who say it is bad
for their emotional well-being.

Journalists are passionate about what they do but
have deep concerns about the news industry
% of U.S. journalists who …

77%

75%

70%

Would pursue a career
in journalism again

Are extremely or very
proud of their work

Are very or somewhat
satisfied with their job

72%

57%

71%

Use a negative word to
describe the news
industry — words like
STRUGGLING and CHAOS
are most common

Are extremely or very
concerned about
future restrictions on
press freedoms

Say made-up news and
information is a very big
problem for the country

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

At the same time, however, journalists recognize serious challenges in the news media more
broadly. Indeed, when asked to describe their industry in a single word, nearly three-quarters of
journalists surveyed (72%) use a word with negative connotations, with the most common
responses being words that relate to “struggling” and “chaos.” Other, far less common negative
words include “biased” and “partisan,” as well as “difficult” and “stressful.” (See Chapter 1 for
more detailed figures and the methodology for more details about the question asked.)

www.pewresearch.org
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The survey of 11,889 U.S. journalists, conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022, identified several specific
areas of concern for journalists, including the future of press freedom, widespread
misinformation, political polarization and the impact of social media.
More than half of journalists surveyed (57%) say they are “extremely” or “very” concerned about
the prospect of press restrictions being imposed in the United States. And about seven-in-ten
journalists (71%) say made-up news and information is a very big problem for the country, higher
than the 50% of U.S. adults who say the same. At the same time, four-in-ten journalists say that
news organizations are generally doing a bad job managing or correcting misinformation.
A large majority of journalists say they come across
misinformation at least sometimes when they are working on a
story, and while most say they are confident in their ability to
recognize it, about a quarter of reporting journalists (26%) say
they have unknowingly reported on a story that was later found
to contain false information.
How to report on false statements has become a vexing question
for journalists amid a turbulent political climate. The survey
asked journalists what they think is the best approach to
coverage when a public figure makes a false statement. By twoto-one, journalists are more likely to say the best approach is to
“report on the statement because it is important for the public to
know about” (64%) rather than to “not report on the statement
because it gives attention to the falsehoods and the public figure”
(32%).

Most journalists say news
organizations should
report on public figures’
false statements
% of U.S. journalists who say that if
a public figure makes a statement
that is false or made-up, news
organizations should …

Not report
on the
statement
32%

Report
on the
statement
64%

4%
No answer
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists

conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
Still, there is no consensus that opposing views always warrant
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry
equal coverage. What historically may have been considered a
Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
standard norm of journalism (and even a requirement for
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
broadcast stations in their election coverage) seems, in today’s
political environment, to be facing a reevaluation as heated
debate ensues around the issue of “bothsidesism” – whether news outlets should be committed to
always giving equal attention to all sides of an issue.
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A little over half of journalists surveyed (55%)
say that in reporting the news, every side does
not always deserve equal coverage, greater than
the share who say journalists should always
strive to give every side equal coverage (44%).
On the other hand, journalists express wide
support for another long-standing norm of
journalism: keeping their own views out of their
reporting. Roughly eight-in-ten journalists
surveyed (82%) say journalists should do this,
although there is far less consensus over
whether journalists meet this standard. Just
over half (55%) think journalists are largely able
to keep their views out of their reporting, while
43% say journalists are often unable to.
Some of journalists’ views –
such as whether every side
deserves equal coverage – are
connected to the ideological
composition of their audiences.
Journalists were asked about
the political leanings of the
audience at the organization
where they work (or the main
one they work for if they work
for more than one), and
roughly half say that their
audience leans predominantly
to the left (32%) or right (20%).
An additional third say their
organization has a more
politically mixed audience,
while 13% are unsure.

Just over half of journalists think every
side does not always deserve equal
coverage
% of U.S. journalists who say …

Journalists should
always strive to
give every side
equal coverage

44%

55%

Every side does
not always deserve
equal coverage

1%
No answer
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Journalists are far more concerned than the public
about politically like-minded people clustering around
the same news outlets
% who say it’s a __ when people with the same political views get their news
from the same news organizations
Major
problem
U.S. journalists

U.S. adults

Minor Not a
problem problem

75%

39

19% 5%

36

23

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
conducted March 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Even as they recognize audience leanings, journalists express deep concerns over political sorting
in news consumption habits, with three-quarters of those surveyed saying it is a major problem
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when people with the same political views get their news from the same news organizations. The
American public, however, appears much less worried: Roughly four-in-ten U.S. adults (39%) say
this a major problem. To be able to make comparisons between journalists’ views and those of the
public on certain key issues, the Center conducted two separate surveys around the same time as
the journalist survey, posing some of the same questions to roughly 10,000 U.S. adults who are
part of the Center’s American Trends Panel. (Read more about those two surveys in the
methodology section.)
Maintaining widespread
Public more pessimistic than journalists on whether
journalistic credibility in a
it’s possible to report news nearly all see as accurate
polarized climate can seem like
% who say it is ___ to report news that nearly everyone finds accurate
an impossible task – and many
journalists seem to recognize
Not possible
Possible
that. While three-quarters of
U.S. journalists
52%
47%
journalists say that journalists
largely agree on the basic facts
U.S. adults
62
37
of the news – even if they
report on them in different
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
ways – about half of journalists Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
conducted March 7-13, 2022.
surveyed (52%) say it is not
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
possible to report news that
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
“nearly everyone finds
accurate.” An even greater
share of the U.S. public overall (62%) says it is not possible to report news that is universally
accepted as accurate.
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Journalists and the public far apart on their assessment of today’s news
industry
The survey’s results show that journalists recognize that the public views them and their work with
deep skepticism. When asked what one word they think the public would use to describe the news
industry these days, journalists overwhelmingly give negative responses, with many predicting
that the public would describe the news media as “inaccurate,” “untrustworthy,” “biased” or
“partisan.” (Read the methodology for more detail.)
Moreover, just 14% of journalists surveyed say they think the U.S. public has a great deal or fair
amount of trust in the information it gets from news organizations these days. Most believe that
Americans as a whole have some trust (44%) or little to no trust (42%).
When a similar question was posed to the general public, 29% of U.S. adults say they have at least
a fair amount of trust in the information they get from news outlets, while 27% say they have some
trust and 44% have little to none.
This disconnect between journalists and the public also comes through when each group is asked
about the job news organizations are doing with five core functions of journalism: covering the
most important stories of the day, reporting the news accurately, serving as a watchdog over
elected leaders, giving voice to the underrepresented, and managing or correcting misinformation.
In all five areas, journalists give far more positive assessments than the general public of the work
news organizations are doing. And on four of the five items, Americans on the whole are
significantly more likely to say the news media is doing a bad job than a good job. For example,
while 65% of journalists say news organizations do a very or somewhat good job reporting the
news accurately, 35% of the public agrees, while 43% of U.S. adults say journalists do a bad job of
this.
Similarly, while nearly half of journalists (46%) say they feel extremely or very connected with
their audiences, only about a quarter of the public (26%) feels that connection with their main
news organizations.

www.pewresearch.org
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Journalists and the American public stand far apart on how well they think news
outlets do in many of their core functions
% who say news organizations do a good or bad job at …
Covering the
most important
stories of the day

Reporting
the news
accurately

Serving as a
watchdog over
elected leaders

Giving voice
to the
underrepresented

Managing or
correcting
misinformation

U.S.
journalists

Very/
Somewhat
good

U.S.
adults
67%

65
41

Very/
Somewhat
bad

Neither
good nor
bad

19%
36

14%

22

52
35

22
43

12

21

46
29

34

13

44

26

43

35

19

45

30

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults conducted Feb. 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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40
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Journalists see social media as both
a blessing and a curse
These days, many journalists connect with
audiences through social media, and they see
this as a double-edged sword. On the one hand,
94% of journalists surveyed report using social
media in their work to some degree, and these
journalists see a number of ways that social
media helps them do their jobs. For example,
among journalists who use social media for
their work, 87% say it has a very or somewhat
positive impact on promoting news stories, and
79% say it helps them connect with their
audience and find sources for their news
stories.
At the same time, however, two-thirds of all
journalists surveyed (67%) say social media has
a very or somewhat negative impact on the state
of journalism as a whole. Just 18% say social
media has a positive impact on the news
industry, while 14% say it has neither a positive
nor negative impact.
Additionally, roughly four-in-ten journalists
(42%) say they have experienced job-related
harassment or threats by someone outside their
own organization in the past year, and within
this group, a large majority (78%) say that
harassment came through social media at least
once. That means that one-third of all
journalists surveyed report being harassed on
social media in the last 12 months.

Journalists largely find social media
harmful, but see ways it helps their jobs

67%

of U.S. journalists say social
media has a negative impact
on journalism

Among U.S. journalists who use social media, % who say
it has a very/somewhat positive impact on ...
Promoting stories

87%

Connecting with their
audience

79

Finding sources

79

Identifying stories to cover
Gathering accurate
information
Building trust in their news

75
49
41

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

About four-in-ten journalists have been
harassed by someone outside their
outlet, often through social media

42%

of U.S. journalists say they were
harassed or threatened by
someone external to their org.
in the past 12 months

Among these journalists ...
Disagree
78% say
at least one of

these instances of harassment
occurred on social media

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Journalists offer mixed views about diversity and inclusion in the
newsroom
As issues of diversity and inclusion in the
workspace gain heightened attention around
the country, journalists offer mixed views of
how their organizations are doing at
diversifying staff. Although two-thirds (67%)
say their organization has achieved sufficient
gender diversity, about half as many – 32% –
say it has reached sufficient racial and ethnic
diversity. And fewer than half of respondents
(42%) characterize addressing issues around
diversity and inclusion as a major priority for
their newsroom.

Two-thirds of journalists say their news
outlet has enough gender diversity;
about a third say this for race, ethnicity
% of U.S. journalists who say their news organization
has enough __ diversity
Gender
Racial/Ethnic

67%
32

And fewer than half say their outlet
makes diversity a top priority
% of U.S. journalists who say issues of diversity and
inclusion are (a) __ at their news organization
Major
priority
42%

Minor
priority
30

Not a Not
priority sure
16
10

Roughly two-thirds of journalists say their
organization generally treats everyone fairly
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
regardless of age, gender, or race and ethnicity.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
But these figures are not quite as high among
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
certain groups. For example, Black, Hispanic
for Their Work”
and Asian journalists are less likely than White
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
journalists to say that their organization treats
everyone fairly based on race and ethnicity.
Read Chapter 6 for more details. (Appendix provides a detailed demographic profile of the
journalists who completed the survey.)
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Younger journalists give lowest grades on newsroom diversity, older
journalists more worried about the future of press freedom
In a number of areas, there is a large amount of agreement across different groups of journalists.
Still, some differences do emerge – particularly by age.
The youngest journalists (ages 18 to 29) are least likely to say their organization has enough
diversity in the newsroom in a number of areas. For instance, nearly seven-in-ten (68%) say there
is not enough racial and ethnic diversity, compared with 37% of journalists ages 65 and older who
say the same. Younger journalists also engage with this issue more: About half of journalists under
50 say they discuss their organization’s
diversity with colleagues at least several times a
Older journalists much more concerned
month, far higher than the 30% of those 65 and
about the future of press freedom
older who say this.
% of U.S. journalists in each age group who are ___
about potential restrictions on press freedoms in the U.S.

The oldest group of journalists, meanwhile,
tend to feel more fulfilled by their job. Threequarters of journalists 65 and older say their job
has a very or somewhat positive impact on their
emotional well-being, substantially higher than
the 29% of journalists under 30 who say the
same. Older journalists, meanwhile, are more
worried about the future of press freedom –
68% say they are extremely or very concerned
about possible restrictions on press freedom in
the country, compared with 42% of those ages
18 to 29. (Read Chapter 7 for more details.)

Extremely
Very
concerned concerned
Ages 18-29
30-49

20%

22%

28

50-64
65+

NET
42%
52

24
39
42

25
26

63
68

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Other key findings from the survey include:
§

The survey sought to gauge the financial standing of journalists and the economics of the
organizations they work for. The findings could be read with optimism or concern – depending
on one’s vantage point. About four-in-ten journalists surveyed (41%) say they received a salary
increase in the past year. The greatest portion – 50% – say their salary has stayed the same,
while far fewer (7%) experienced a pay cut. Looking at news organizations more broadly,
journalists are somewhat more likely to say their news organization has been expanding (30%)
in the past year than to say it’s been cutting back (22%), with absence of change again being
most common (46%). All in all, many journalists – 42% – say they are at least somewhat
concerned about their job security, though far fewer express the highest level of concern.

§

Despite concerns about the spread of misinformation and reporters inserting their own views
into stories, about three-quarters of journalists (74%) say that people should be allowed to
practice journalism without needing a license, while one-quarter say people should be required
to have a license should in order to practice journalism.

§

The vast majority of journalists surveyed say that at least some of the stories they have worked
on in the past year had to do with the COVID-19 pandemic. But perhaps even more striking,
six-in-ten say that the pandemic has brought either a great deal (26%) or a fair amount (34%)
of permanent change to news reporting at their organization.

§

Journalists’ opinions also sometimes differ based on the platform of their organization –
particularly journalists who work in television. Compared with those in print, audio or online
journalism, journalists who work for an organization that originated on TV seem the least
happy with their job. About one-third (34%) say the news industry has a very or somewhat
positive impact on their emotional well-being, considerably lower than the 54% of those who
work online, 52% who work in print and 48% who work in radio or podcasting who say the
same. And TV journalists are much more likely to say they were harassed by someone outside
their organization in the past year (58%).

www.pewresearch.org
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1. Journalists express high job satisfaction but are
concerned about the state of the news industry
Despite years of cutbacks, layoffs and buyouts across many parts of the news industry – as well as
disinformation campaigns and the stresses of the COVID-19 pandemic – U.S. journalists in 2022
express a great deal of personal satisfaction in their jobs.
Seven-in-ten journalists surveyed say they are
very (27%) or somewhat (43%) satisfied with
their job these days. That far outpaces the 22%
who say they are very or somewhat dissatisfied;
the remaining 8% are neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied. Seven-in-ten journalists also say
they often feel excited about their work,
compared with 29% who say they often feel
discouraged about it.
Along these same lines, three-quarters of
journalists say they are extremely (30%) or very
(44%) proud of the work they do. Roughly onein-five (21%) are somewhat proud, while only
5% express little or no pride in their work.
What’s more, nearly eight-in-ten (77%) say that
if they could go back in time, they would pursue
a career in the news industry all over again.
The effects of the job on journalists’ emotional
well-being are more mixed. About half of
journalists (49%) say their job has a positive
overall impact on their emotional well-being –
either very positive (16%) or somewhat positive
(33%) – but about a third (34%) say their work
is having a very or somewhat negative impact.
A smaller share (17%) say the impact is neither
positive nor negative.

A large majority of U.S. journalists are
satisfied with their jobs, proud and
excited about their work
% of U.S. journalists who say they …
Would go into the news
industry all over again

77%

Often feel excited about
their work

70
Extremely

Very

30

44

Are proud of their work

Are satisfied with
their job

Very

Somewhat

27

43

75

70

% of U.S. journalists who say their job has a __ impact
on their emotional well-being
Very/Somewhat
negative

34%

49%

Very/Somewhat
positive

17%
Neither
Note: Numbers may not add to summed totals due to rounding.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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‘Struggling’ and ‘chaotic’ are the words journalists most often use to
describe their industry
Despite mostly positive
assessments of their jobs,
journalists recognize the
instability and turmoil in the
news industry more broadly.

Journalists mostly describe the state of the news
industry in negative terms
When asked for one word to describe the news industry these days, % of
U.S. journalists who gave a word such as …
Struggling/Chaos

When asked to provide the one
word they would use to
describe the current state of
their industry, journalists’
answers largely point to
challenges.1 The concept
offered far more often than any
other is that of chaos and
struggle: 42% mentioned words
such as “chaotic,” “dying,”
“declining” or “struggling.”

42%
7

72% gave a

Difficult/Stressful 6

negative word
to describe the
news industry

Biased/Partisan

Inaccurate/Untrustworthy 4
Other negative
Changing
Other neutral

13
7
10

Important 3
Other positive 6

Neutral words

Positive words

Note: Respondents’ words were categorized into broader categories of like words. For
instance, “struggling/chaos” included many other words such as “dying,” “declining” and
“under-resourced.” Only individual categories with at least 3% are shown; all other
categories were combined into their respective “other” category.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”

Overall, about seven-in-ten
respondents (72%) offered
negative words, including some PEW RESEARCH CENTER
who used words like “biased”
or “partisan” (7%) and others who gave a word such as “stressful” or “difficult” (6%). Just 9% of
responses carried a positive tone, including words such as “important.” Another 17% were neutral
in nature, including terms like “changing,” “fast,” “busy” or “competitive.”
Journalists also were asked for one word they think the public would use to describe the news
industry; the results, which include an even higher share of negative words, are in Chapter 4.

Respondents were asked to write in the one word they think best describes the news industry these days. These responses were grouped
into categories of like words by Pew Research Center researchers. See the methodology for more detail.

1
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Journalists say the industry’s best function is getting the news out, but
many say it fails at getting the story right
Journalists were asked in a pair of open-ended questions to write down what the news industry
does the best job of these days, and what it does worst.2 Overall, the responses indicate that
journalists think the profession is good at getting the news out and adapting to changes in the
industry. But getting the story right and issues related to bias and partisanship rise to the top as
areas journalists think the industry handles worst.
Nearly a quarter of journalists surveyed (23%) say that the one thing the news industry does best is
getting the news out – higher than any other category. “Getting the news out” includes a range of
responses, from covering news quickly and covering breaking news to the quantity and variety of
content available.

Journalists most commonly say the industry is best at getting the news out, worst
at getting the story right and issues related to bias
% of U.S. journalists who say ___ is the one thing the news industry does the best job and worst job at these days
WORST JOB

BEST JOB
Getting the news out

23%

Adapting to industry change

Getting the story right
Being unbiased

18

Getting the story right
10

Nothing positive

8

15

Connecting with the public

9

Adapting to industry change

Connecting with the public

5

Covering specific topics

Diversity

5

Getting the news out

Being unbiased 3
Workplace issues

20

Workplace issues

14

Covering specific topics

23%

Diversity
2

Nothing negative

8
7
6
3
<1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

For these two open-ended questions, respondents wrote in responses to what they think the news industry does the best job at and the
worst job at these days. These responses were then grouped into categories by Pew Research Center researchers. See the methodology for
more details.

2
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Also near the top of the list of things journalists say their industry does best is adapting to changes
– an answer provided by 18% of respondents. This includes adapting to technological changes in
the workplace, shifting business models and a generally evolving media environment.
Two other areas were named by at least 10% of journalists as the industry’s greatest strength –
getting the story right (e.g., truth and accuracy, handling misinformation, and investigative
reporting, named by 14% of respondents) and coverage of specific topic areas (10%).
While “getting the story right” is named by 14% of journalists as the thing the industry does best,
nearly a quarter (23%) identify it as the thing the profession does worst – rising to the top in that
category.
Other negative responses illuminate journalists’ significant concerns about how the industry
handles issues related to bias and partisanship, including objectivity in coverage and ensuring that
diverse viewpoints are represented in stories. One-in-five journalists surveyed say that is what the
industry is worst at. Meanwhile, 15% say the industry’s weakest point relates to internal workplace
issues, such as salaries, labor practices and staffing issues.
There is no consensus on whether journalism in general is doing a good job at issues of diversity in
the workplace and reporting, with 5% putting this in the “best” category and 3% citing it as
something the industry does worst.
Perhaps reflecting the generally negative feelings that journalists have toward the news industry
these days, 8% of journalists surveyed say there is nothing that the news industry does the best,
while virtually all respondents came up with something the industry does the worst.
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Mixed reports of salaries and newsroom growth in the past year
The survey asked a few
questions aimed at getting a
sense of the financial standing
of journalists and the
economics of the organizations
they work for. On the one hand,
the responses may seem
surprisingly positive in the
context of an industry that has
been experiencing cutbacks for
many years. But on the other
hand, for the majority of
journalists and their
companies, stagnation or
contraction appears to be the
norm. And many express at
least some concern about their
job security.

Journalists most commonly say there has been no
growth in their newsroom or salary
% of U.S. journalists who say …
The news organization they work for is mostly __ these days
Cutting back

Staying about the same

Expanding

22%

46%

30%

Their salary has __ in the past year
Decreased

Stayed the same

Increased

7

50

41

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

About four-in-ten journalists surveyed (41%) say their salary increased in the past year. But the
greatest portion (50%) say their salary has stayed the same, and 7% say they experienced a pay
cut.3
Similarly, looking at news organizations more broadly, three-in-ten journalists say their news
organization – or the main one they work for if they work for more than one – is mostly
expanding, greater than the share who say their organization is mostly cutting back (22%). The
plurality (46%) say it is staying about the same size.
While we could not identify any benchmarks for these questions among journalists, previous
Center research shows that newsroom employment overall has dropped in recent years,
particularly among newspapers, though there have been considerable gains among digital-native
outlets. This is in line with findings in Chapter 8 showing that journalists who say they work for

For context, a January 2022 Gallup poll found that 41% of Americans say that their financial situation is better off than it was a year ago,
with the same percentage saying that they are worse off. The current study of journalists did not ask about their salaries in relation to rates of
inflation. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that as of March 2022, the consumer price index increased by 8.5% over the previous
12 months across all items in the index.

3
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outlets that originally started online are more likely than those who work for other types of outlets
to say their outlets are expanding.
Additionally, the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic proved to be very difficult for the revenues
of many news organizations, especially newspaper companies – many of which received a
Paycheck Protection Program loan from the U.S. government.
All in all, about four-in-ten journalists (42%) are at least somewhat concerned about their job
security, though fewer express high levels of concern – 16% say they are extremely or very
concerned. Most (57%) are “a little concerned” or “not at all concerned” about their job security.
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Most journalists are not in a union, but many say they would join
The past few years have seen a
surge in newsroom staff
seeking to unionize, and in
many cases, succeeding. There
have been more than 100
newsroom unionizations since
2015 and 37 in 2020 alone.

Most U.S. journalists do not have a union at their
organization, but many say they would join one
Among U.S. journalists employed by a news organization full or part time,
% who say their organization has a newsroom, editorial or other union
Has a union

Does not have a union

26%

73%

Of those whose
organization has a
union, % who ...

Of those whose organization
does not have a union, % who __
one if available

In this survey, about a quarter
of journalists who are
employees of a news
organization either full time or
Are not 37% 62
Are
Would
Would
41% 56
members
members
not join
join
part time (26%) say their
organization has a union, and
Note: Freelance, self-employed and student or intern journalists not included in these
among those who have one,
figures. Gray slices in pie charts indicate those who did not answer.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
roughly six-in-ten (62%) say
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
4
they are a part of it. That
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
amounts to 16% of all
journalists employed full or
part time at news organizations who say they are members of a union.
Among those without a union, most (56%) say they would join one if it were available.

Freelance, self-employed, and student or intern journalists are not included in these figures on union membership; 28% of the sample
reported that they are either freelance or self-employed, and less than 1% is made up of students or interns.

4
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About one-in-ten journalists have experienced harassment inside their
organization, most often along political lines
Overall, 8% of journalists surveyed say they
have experienced threats or harassment from
someone inside their organization at least once
in the past year, including 5% who say it has
happened more than once. Additionally, 11% of
journalists characterize harassment or threats
from people within their own organization as a
major (2%) or minor problem (9%), although a
large majority (86%) say this is not a problem
at their organization.
Among those who say they have experienced
harassment from inside their organization, the
largest share (37%) say the harassment was
political in nature. That compares with 28%
who say they experienced age-related
harassment, 22% who mention sexual
harassment and 17% who say they faced racial
or ethnic harassment. (Appendix provides a
detailed demographic breakdown of the sample
of journalists who completed the survey.)

8% of journalists say they were harassed
from within their organization in the
past year, most often about politics
8% of U.S. journalists

say they have been
harassed
or threatened
Online
by someone within their
news organization in the
past 12 months

Among the journalists who say this, % who say they
experienced each type of harassment/threat
37%

Political
28

Age
22

Sexual
Racial/Ethnic

17

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Journalists largely say COVID-19 has changed their organizations forever
Journalists largely agree that
these past two years of altered
life due to the COVID-19
pandemic will have a lasting
impact. Six-in-ten journalists
surveyed say the pandemic has
brought a great deal or fair
amount of permanent change
to news reporting at their
organization. Another 21% say
it has brought some change.

Most journalists think the COVID-19 pandemic has
permanently changed reporting
% of U.S. journalists who think the COVID-19 pandemic has brought __ (of)
permanent change to news reporting at their organization
A great
deal

A fair
amount

Some

26%

34

21

A None
little at all
11

7

60% of U.S. journalists say the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought a great deal/fair amount of permanent change

Additionally, a vast majority of
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
journalists have worked on
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
stories that had to do with the
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
COVID-19 pandemic. Four-inten journalists say that at least
half of the stories they have worked on in the past 12 months had to do with COVID-19 in some
way, with another 44% saying that some but less than half of their stories had to do with it. Just
15% said almost none had to do with COVID-19.
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2. Journalists highly concerned about misinformation, future
of press freedoms
Amid efforts to fight false and made-up information, anti-media campaigns, increased lawsuits
and global news crackdowns, journalists in the United States express great concern about the
future of press freedoms.
Roughly six-in-ten journalists
surveyed say they are either
extremely (33%) or very
concerned (24%) about
potential restrictions on press
freedoms in the U.S. About a
quarter (23%) are somewhat
concerned, while just one-infive express low levels of
concern about this.

Most journalists are highly concerned about possible
restrictions on press freedom
% of U.S. journalists who say they are ___ concerned about potential
restrictions on press freedoms in the United States
Extremely

Very

Somewhat

33%

24

23

A
Not
little at all
11

9

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Journalists see false and made-up news as a big problem and don’t have
much confidence in how the industry handles it
Another area of concern for
journalists is the volume of
erroneous information today.
More than nine-in-ten
journalists surveyed (94%) say
made-up news and
information is a significant
problem in America today,
with 71% identifying it as a
very big problem and 23%
seeing it as a moderately big
problem; 6% say it is a small
problem or not a problem at
all.

Journalists much more likely than the American public
to see made-up news as a major concern
% who say that made-up news and information is a ___ in the country today
Very big
problem
U.S. journalists

U.S. adults

Moderately Small/Not
big problem a problem

71%

50

23%

34

6%

16

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
conducted March 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

The American public also sees made-up news and information as a problem, but not quite to the
same extent. In a separate survey of 10,441 U.S. adults conducted March 7-13, 2022, 50% say
made-up news is a very big problem (21 percentage points below journalists), while another 34%
say it is a moderately big problem and 16% say it is a small problem or not a problem at all.
Misinformation is a fairly regular topic of conversation within the newsroom itself. About six-inten journalists (58%) say they had conversations with colleagues about misinformation at least
several times a month over the past year.
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The survey also finds that onethird of journalists indicate
that they deal with false or
made-up news in their work
on a fairly regular basis –
saying that they come across
false information when
working on a story either
extremely often (8%) or fairly
often (24%). Another 44% say
they sometimes come across it.
About seven-in-ten journalists
(71%) say they are either
extremely (21%) or very
confident (49%) in their ability
to recognize false information
when they are working on a
story.

Most journalists come across made-up information
when working on story and are confident they can
recognize it
% of U.S. journalists who say they __ come across information they believe
is false or made up when working on a story
Extremely Fairly
often
often
8%

Sometimes

24%

44%

Rarely/
Never
22%

% of U.S. journalists who say they are __ in their own ability to recognize
false or made-up information when working on a story
A little/
Somewhat Not at all
Extremely
Very
confident confident
confident
confident
21

49

26

2

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Still, specifically among reporting journalists, about a quarter (26%) say they unknowingly
reported on a story that was later found to contain false information. (Reporting journalists are
those who indicated in the survey that they report, edit or create original news stories and that
they have one of the following job titles: reporter, columnist, writer, correspondent,
photojournalist, video journalist, data visualization journalist, host, anchor, commentator or
blogger. About three-quarters of all journalists in this study – 76% – are reporting journalists.)
While the journalists surveyed here may feel good about their own ability to detect
misinformation, they are not particularly confident in the industry’s ability to manage or correct it.
Only 8% of all journalists surveyed say news organizations do a very good job at handling
misinformation, while another 35% say news outlets are somewhat good at it – lower than the
ratings journalists give news organizations on several other core functions (see Chapter 4).
And most say their news organization (or the main one they work for if they work for more than
one) does not have formal guidance on how to handle made-up and false information in their jobs.
Six-in-ten say their organization does not have guidelines for how to handle false and made-up
information that they come across, far higher than the 36% who say their organization does.
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Most journalists think it is important to report on the false statements of
public figures
Most journalists think that part of managing misinformation
means reporting on public figures who make false or made-up
statements. Twice as many journalists say that if a public figure
makes a statement that is false or made up, news organizations
should “report on the statement because it is important for the
public to know about” (64%) rather than “not report on the
statement because it gives attention to the falsehoods and the
public figure” (32%).
Many journalists, though, never or almost never cover the issue
of misinformation. Two-thirds of journalists surveyed (66%) say
almost none of the stories they worked on in the past year had to
do with false or made-up information. Just 6% of those surveyed
say half or more of the news stories they worked on covered false
or made-up news in some way, while about a quarter (27%) say
that some of their stories – but fewer than half – dealt with this
topic.

Most journalists say news
organizations should
report on public figures’
false statements
% of U.S. journalists who say that if
a public figure makes a statement
that is false or made up, news
organizations should …

Not report
on the
statement
32%

Report
on the
statement
64%

4%
No answer
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists
conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry
Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Vast majority of journalists are against requiring a license to be a
journalist
One particular feature of journalism is that
there is no requirement to have a license or
certification process to call oneself a journalist
– unlike a physician would in order to practice
medicine in the United States. The question of
whether to require one or not occasionally gets
raised. As of now, a solid majority of journalists
are against such a requirement. Nearly threequarters of journalists (74%) are in favor of
continuing to allow journalists to practice
journalism without needing a license. Onequarter of U.S. journalists would like to see a
license required for members of their industry.
(Chapter 8 looks at how these views vary by the
original platform of the organization that
journalists work for.)

About three-quarters of journalists are
against requiring licenses to practice
journalism
% of U.S. journalists who say that people should ___ to
practice journalism

Be required
to have
a license
25%
No answer
1%

Not be
required to
have a license
74%

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Currently, there is no licensing requirement for
journalists themselves. Radio and television
stations are licensed and regulated by the Federal Communications Commission, but there is no
such regulatory authority for newspapers and online outlets.
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3. Many journalists say social
media helps at work, but most
decry its impact on journalism

Most journalists think social media is
bad for journalism …
% of U.S. journalists who say social media has a ___
impact on the state of journalism in the U.S.

The vast majority of U.S.-based journalists today
use social media sites in their work. But even as they
appreciate the ways it can be helpful with several
reporting tasks, most journalists think social media
is having a negative impact on journalism as a whole
– and one-third report being harassed on these
platforms by someone outside their organization.
Two-thirds of journalists surveyed (67%) say social
media has a very (26%) or somewhat negative (41%)
impact on the state of journalism in this country.
Conversely, only about one-in-five (18%)
characterize it as having a positive impact, including
just 2% who say it is very positive.

Very positive 2%
Somewhat
Very
positive
negative
16%
26%
Neither
14%
Somewhat
negative
41%
No answer
1%

… but many who use it see value in it for
their jobs
Among U.S. journalists who use social media for their
job, % who say social media has a positive impact
on their ability to …

Still, the vast majority use social media for their
work. The survey asked about 11 social media sites,
finding that fully 94% of journalists use at least one
of them professionally – most often Twitter and
Facebook. Overall, 69% of journalists say Twitter is
their first or second most used social media site,
while about half (52%) put Facebook in their top
two. Smaller shares say Instagram (19%), LinkedIn
(17%) or YouTube (14%) – among other sites asked
about – has such prominence in their social media
diet.
Journalists recognize several ways social media can
come in handy in their day-to-day work. Among
journalists who use social media for their jobs,
nearly nine-in-ten (87%) say it has a very or
somewhat positive impact on their ability to
promote stories, while about eight-in-ten say it

Very
positive

Somewhat
positive

NET

39%

47%

87%

Promote stories
Connect with their
audience

30

49

79

Find sources for
stories

27

51

79

Identify stories to
cover

23

Gather accurate
information for 10
stories
Build trust in news 9
they produce

52
40
33

75
49
41

Note: Numbers may not add to summed totals due to rounding.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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helps their ability to connect with their audience and find sources for stories (79% each). Threequarters of journalists who use social media find it helpful in identifying stories that should be
covered.
In a few critical areas, however, social media is viewed as less of an asset. About half of journalists
who use social media for their work (49%) say it has at least a somewhat positive impact on their
ability to gather accurate information for stories, and 41% say it helps them create trust with the
public. About one-in-five or fewer in each of these six areas say social media has a negative impact,
while the remainder say social media has neither a positive nor a negative impact or did not
answer.
Younger journalists – particularly those ages 18 to 29 – are more likely than their older colleagues
(especially those 65 and older) to see social media as an asset in certain areas of their work. (Read
Chapter 7 for more on differences by age.)
While social media has a big presence in newsrooms, that is not the case for artificial intelligence
(AI) – at least not yet. Just 8% of journalists surveyed say their news organization (or the main one
they work for if they work for more than one) relies on content generated by computer programs
using AI at least a little, including only 1% who say this is the case a lot. Fully 62% say their
organization does not rely on AI at all, and 29% are unsure.
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Most journalists who were harassed by someone outside their
organization in the past year say it happened on social media
One negative impact of social media for many
journalists is that it is sometimes used to harass
them. About four-in-ten journalists surveyed
(42%) say they experienced job-related
harassment or threats by someone outside their
workplace at least once in the past year, and
most of these incidents occurred online – often
through social media.
About three-quarters of those who experienced
harassment external to their organization (76%)
say it mostly occurred online, while far fewer
say it mostly happened over the phone (11%), in
person (8%) or through the mail (4%). And
nearly eight-in-ten of those who experienced
harassment from outside their organization
(78%) say that it happened at least once in the
past 12 months through a social media site –
which amounts to one-third of all journalists
surveyed.

About four-in-ten journalists have been
harassed by someone outside their
workplace, often through social media
% of U.S. journalists who say they experienced
job-related harassment or threats by someone
outside their organization ___ in the past 12 months
Once

A few
times

Many
times

Have not

9%

27

7

55

42% of journalists say they have been harassed or
threatened at least once

Among journalists who say they experienced this …

78% say theyOnline
have been

harassed at least once in the
past 12 months through social
media
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Harassment of journalists by outsiders most often occurs online; threats of physical
harm are the most common type
Among U.S. journalists harassed/threatened by someone outside their organization in the past 12 months,
% who say …
It happened mostly …

In person
Through
the mail

Over the
phone
8%
11%
4%

No answer
1%

Each of the following types of harassment/threats happened
Threats of physical harm

Online
76%

45%

Sexual harassment

21

Exposure of private
information

21

Racial/ethnic harassment

21

Threats of physical harm
to family

14

Note: Journalists could name more than one type of harassment or threat they faced.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Threats of personal physical harm are the most common forms of harassment. Just under half of
those who have been harassed in the past year (45%, or 19% of all journalists in the survey) say
they received threats of personal physical harm. That is followed by sexual harassment,
harassment based on their race or ethnicity, and threats of exposing personal information, at 21%
each. (In the survey, journalists could indicate that they experienced more than one type of
threat.)
At the same time, journalists do not seem overly concerned about the issue. About one-in-ten of all
journalists (11%) say outside harassment and threats are a major problem at their news
organization, while 43% say this is a minor problem and another 43% say it is not a problem.
Roughly three-in-ten journalists (28%) say they discuss the safety of people in the industry with
other colleagues at least several times a month.
Some groups of journalists are more likely than others to have experienced harassment or threats
by people outside their news organization, particularly certain types of harassment. For instance,
about a quarter of Black (27%) and Asian (27%) journalists say they have experienced threats or
harassment based on their race or ethnicity, as do 20% of Hispanic journalists, compared with just
5% of White journalists. Black, Hispanic and Asian journalists are also more likely to say they
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discussed the issue of safety in the industry with colleagues at least several times a month in the
past year.
About one-in-six journalists who are women (16%) say they have been sexually harassed by
someone outside their organization, versus 3% of men. And journalists under 50 tend to report
being harassed or threatened in several ways at higher rates than their older colleagues. (Read
Chapters 7 and Chapter 8 for more detail on how different journalists experience harassment.
Appendix provides a detailed demographic profile of the journalists who completed the survey.)
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4. Journalists and the public differ on how journalists are
doing, how connected they are
Much of Pew Research Center’s past research on the state of journalism in the United States has
focused on Americans’ assessments of how well journalists are doing their jobs and serving the
public. In this new survey, researchers got the other side of the story – asking journalists to
provide their own sense of how well they are doing and how the public receives their work.
Overall, journalists give themselves relatively high marks on performing several of the core
functions of journalism. The public, however, does not see it the same way.

Journalists and the American public stand far apart on how well they think news
outlets do in many of their core functions
% who say news organizations do a good or bad job at …
Covering the
most important
stories of the day

Reporting
the news
accurately

Serving as a
watchdog over
elected leaders

Giving voice
to the
underrepresented

Managing or
correcting
misinformation

U.S.
journalists

Very/
Somewhat
good

U.S.
adults
67%

65
41

Very/
Somewhat
bad

Neither
good nor
bad

19%
36

14%

22

52
35

22
43

12

21

46
29

34

13

44

26

43

35

19

45

30

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults conducted Feb. 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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24

40

17

51

23
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The survey asked about five core functions of news organizations, and journalists gave more
positive than negative assessments for four of them. Around two-thirds of journalists surveyed say
news organizations do a very or somewhat good job covering the most important stories of the day
(67%) and reporting news accurately (65%). By comparison, roughly one-in-five journalists say
news outlets do a very or somewhat bad job at these core functions, while 14% and 12%,
respectively, say they do a neither good nor bad job.
About half of the journalists surveyed say news organizations do at least somewhat well at serving
as watchdogs over elected leaders (52%) and giving voice to the underrepresented (46%), versus
roughly a third who say they do a bad job at each of these tasks (34% and 35%, respectively). But
journalists’ assessments are about as negative as they are positive when it comes to the job the
news media does managing or correcting misinformation: 43% say news organizations do a very or
somewhat good job at this, while 40% say they do poorly.
The American public, however, delivers a decidedly more negative assessment than journalists do
for all five of the core functions. In a separate representative survey of 9,388 U.S. adults conducted
Feb. 7-13, about twice as many adults say news organizations do a very or somewhat bad job at
managing or correcting misinformation (51%) as say they do a good job (25%). And about a third
of Americans or fewer say news organizations do at least a somewhat good job giving voice to the
underrepresented (24%), serving as a watchdog over elected leaders (29%) and reporting the news
accurately (35%), compared with larger shares who say journalists do a bad job in all these areas.
One core function that Americans are slightly more likely to say that news organizations do a good
job than bad job is at covering the most important stories of the day – 41% say they do a good job
and 36% say they do badly. That is still well below the 67% of journalists who say they do a good
job of covering the most important stories.
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Journalists sense that Americans don’t have high trust in the news media
overall, but think their own audience trusts them
Relatively few Americans have
a high level of trust in news
outlets – and journalists sense
that. About four-in-ten
journalists (42%) say they
think the public as a whole has
little or no trust in the
information they get from news
organizations, and a similar
share (44%) say they think the
public has some trust. Only
14% of the journalists surveyed
say they think the public
generally has a great deal or
even a fair amount of trust in
the news. Given those views, it
makes sense that about half of
journalists (52%) say it is not
possible to report news that
nearly everyone finds accurate
(see Chapter 5).

Journalists feel a substantially lower level of trust
from the public overall than from their own audience
% of U.S. journalists who say …
... the American public has ___ (of) trust in the information they get
from news organizations
A great deal/
Fair amount

Some

A little/None

14%

44%

42%

... their audience has ___ (of) trust in the information they get from the
journalist’s news organization
83

13

3

A plurality of the public has little to no trust in news
outlets
% of U.S. adults who say they have ___ (of) trust in the information they
get from news organizations
A great deal/
Fair amount

Some

A little/None

29%

27%

44%

At the same time, journalists
are far more confident that
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
their audience trusts the news
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
conducted Feb. 7-13, 2022.
organization they work for (or
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work “
the main one they work for if
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
they work for more than one).
Fully 83% of journalists think
their audience has at least a fair amount of trust in the information they get from their news
organization, including 35% who say their audience has a great deal of trust. Another 13% say their
audience has some trust, while just 3% say their audience has “a little” or no trust at all.
The question to the public was a little different. The February 2022 survey of U.S. adults asked
about the level of trust they have in the information they get from news organizations. About
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three-in-ten adults overall (29%) say they have a great deal or fair amount of trust in this
information, and 27% say they have some trust. A plurality (44%) say they have “a little” or no
trust.
Journalists’ negative sense of
how the public views
journalism in general comes
through even more strongly in
the one word they think the
public would use to describe
the news industry today.5
Overall, nine-in-ten responses
provided a negative word. Just
3% suggested the public would
use a positive word (such as
“important”), while 2% were
neutral in tenor.

Many journalists say the public would use words like
‘biased’ and ‘untrustworthy’ to describe the news
industry
When asked for one word for how they think the American public would
describe the news industry these days, % of U.S. journalists who gave a
word such as …
Inaccurate/Untrustworthy
Biased/Partisan

28

Struggling/Chaos

13

Lacking 5
Confusing 3
Other negative
All neutral words

Two concepts alone accounted
for about six-in-ten responses:
31% of journalists think the
public’s views of the news
media are summed up with
words like “inaccurate” or
“untrustworthy,” while 28%
offered words such as “biased,”
“partisan” or “divisive.”

31%

All positive words 3

90% gave a
negative word for
how they think the
American public
would describe the
news industry

10
2

Neutral words
Positive words

Note: Respondents’ words were categorized into broader categories of like words. For
instance, “struggling/chaos” included many other words such as “dying,” “declining” and
“under-resourced.” Only individual categories with at least 3% are shown; all other
categories were combined into their respective “other” category.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

See Chapter 1 for how journalists would use one word to describe their own view of the industry
today.

Respondents were asked to write in the one word they think the American public would use to describe the news industry these days. These
responses were grouped into categories of like words by Pew Research Center researchers. See the methodology for more detail.

5
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Many journalists feel connected to their audiences; the public doesn’t feel
the same level of connection
Another disconnect between the public and journalists is how connected each group feels to the
other. Among journalists, close to half (46%) say they feel extremely or very connected to their
audience, while another 37% say they feel somewhat connected. Far fewer – 16% – say they feel
little or no connection.
Tied to this, nearly four-in-ten journalists
surveyed (38%) say they interact with the
public about their own work or the work of their
organization one or more times a day, and an
additional 21% do so several times a week.
Among those who do interact with the public,
the vast majority (83%) say these interactions
are helpful.
The public feels considerably less connected to
their news sources than journalists do with
their audiences. In another representative
survey of 10,441 U.S. adults conducted March
7-13, about a quarter of Americans (26%) say
they are extremely or very connected to their
main news organizations, far lower than the
46% of journalists who feel extremely or very
connected to their audiences. Another 37% of
Americans say they feel somewhat connected to
their main news sources, while 36% feel little to
no connection.
Previous Center research has found that a slim
majority of Americans feel it is important to be
connected to the outlets where they get their
news, and that those who feel more connected
tend to feel more positively toward the news
media.

Journalists feel more connected to their
audiences than the public does to their
news outlets

% of U.S.
journalists who
feel ___ to their
audience
A little/
Not at all
connected

16%

Somewhat
connected

37

% of U.S. adults
who feel ___ to
their main news
outlets

36%

37

Extremely/
Very connected

46
26

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022. Survey of U.S. adults conducted March 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Journalists express confidence in their sources but rarely interview them
in person
One reporting element that the public may
deem important is the mix of sources
journalists use in their stories. In an earlier
study, for example, about half of U.S. adults say
that when deciding which outlets to get their
news from, it is at least somewhat important
that news stories cover people like them.
Overall, reporting journalists feel quite
confident that they know which sources to turn
to when covering a story. (Reporting journalists
are those who indicated in the survey that they
report, edit or create original news stories and
that they have one of the following job titles:
reporter, columnist, writer, correspondent,
photojournalist, video journalist, data
visualization journalist, host, anchor,
commentator or blogger. About three-quarters
of all journalists in this study – 76% – are
reporting journalists.)
Roughly a third (36%) of reporting journalists
say they know which sources to turn to
extremely often, and another 52% say they feel
this way fairly often. Whether related to the
pandemic or a reflection of technology and
deadline pressures, few conversations with
sources happen in person today. Only 4% of
reporting journalists say they mainly
communicate with sources in person; the
largest share say they connect with sources
mostly through email (42%), and a third mostly
rely on phone calls (33%). Text messages (8%),
video conferences (7%) and social media (4%)

Reporting journalists are confident
they know which sources to use, mostly
connect with them by email or phone
% of U.S. reporting journalists who say they know ___
which sources to turn to when covering a news story
1%
Rarely/Never

1%
No answer

Sometimes
10%

Extremely
often
36%

Fairly
often
52%

% of U.S. reporting journalists who say the most
common way they communicate with their sources is …
Through email

42%

Through phone calls

33

Through text message

8

On video conference

7

On social media 4
In person 4
Other

2

Note: Reporting journalists are those who indicated that they report,
edit or create original news stories and that they have one of the
following job titles: reporter, columnist, writer, correspondent,
photojournalist, video journalist, data visualization journalist, host,
anchor, commentator or blogger.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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are the primary ways other reporting journalists connect with sources.
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5. Journalists see political sorting of news audiences as a
much bigger problem than the public does
Americans’ increased political polarization has also played out in the news environment in various
ways, including the sources people turn to for news, what they believe about certain current
events, and their views of the news media more broadly. As a part of this study, researchers
explored the thoughts of journalists themselves about the impact of the country’s political
dynamics on journalism and the information environment more broadly.
Overall, journalists are far
more concerned than the
American public about people
with similar political views
getting news from the same
sources. Three-quarters of
journalists surveyed say this is
a major problem, and another
19% say it is a minor problem.
Just 5% do not see it as
problematic.

Journalists far more concerned than the public about
like-minded people clustering around the same news
outlets
% who say it is a ___ when people with the same political views get their
news from the same news organizations
Major
problem
U.S. journalists

U.S. adults

Minor Not a
problem problem

75%

39

19% 5%

36

23

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
This concern cuts across both
conducted March 7-13, 2022.
journalists who say their news
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
organization’s audience leans
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
to the right politically and
those who say their audience
leans left. (Those working for more than one organization were asked about the main one they
work for.) Among those who say their organization’s audience leans to the right politically, nearly
three-quarters (73%) say the political sorting of news audiences is a major problem, as do 71% of
those whose audience leans to the left and 79% of those who say their audience is more politically
mixed. (See Appendix for the portion of the sample who say their organization’s audience leans
one way or the other politically.)

The American public is not as concerned. In a separate representative survey of 10,441 U.S. adults
conducted March 7-13, roughly four-in-ten U.S. adults (39%) say it is a major problem when
people with similar political views get news from the same organizations. About the same
percentage (36%) say it is a minor problem, while 23% say it is not a problem at all – nearly five
times the share of journalists.
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Journalists less likely than the public to say each side of a story always
deserves equal coverage
Another area of journalism that is often seen through a political lens is the question of news stories
representing “all sides” of an
issue and/or giving equal voice. U.S. journalists more likely than the public to say all
This concept is often referred
sides don’t always deserve equal coverage
to as “bothsidesism” in
% who say …
journalism – which revolves
Journalists should always
Every side does not
around whether those making
strive to give every
always deserve
side equal coverage
equal coverage
false statements or
U.S. journalists
44%
55%
unsupported conjecture
warrant as much attention as
U.S. adults
76
22
people making factual
statements with solid
Journalists who work for outlets with left-leaning
supporting evidence.
audiences, Democratic adults more likely to say this
This debate gained a new level
of intensity during Donald
Trump’s presidency and the
widespread disinformation and
competing views around both
the 2020 election and the
COVID-19 pandemic.
A small majority of journalists
(55%) say that every side does
not always deserve equal
coverage, while 44% say
journalists should always strive
to give every side equal
coverage.

Among U.S. journalists who say the audience of the
news organization they work for (is) ___ politically
Leans right

57

Mixed
Leans left

42

49

49

30

69

Among U.S. adults who are...
Rep/Lean Rep
Dem/Lean Dem

87
68

12
31

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022. Survey of U.S. adults
conducted Feb. 7-13, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
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The American public, on the other hand, expresses much stronger support for the concept of equal
coverage. In another representative survey of 9,388 U.S. adults conducted Feb. 7-13, about threequarters of U.S. adults (76%) express the view that journalists should always strive to give every
side equal coverage. Majorities in both parties feel this way, although Republicans and those who
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lean toward the GOP (87%) are more inclined than Democrats and Democratic leaners (68%) to
hold this view.
This is also an area where journalists themselves disagree based on the political leaning of their
news organization’s audience. Journalists who say their news organizations have audiences that
lean to the right politically are much more likely to endorse equal coverage of all voices than those
who say their organizations’ audiences lean left. Nearly six-in-ten journalists with right-leaning
audiences (57%) say journalists should always strive to give equal coverage, almost twice the share
who say this among those with left-leaning audiences (30%), and somewhat higher than the share
among journalists who say their outlet has a politically mixed audience (49%).
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Journalists have mixed views on whether they can keep their personal
views out of their reporting
One of the central questions about bias in news coverage is whether journalists can detach their
personal views from their work. While journalists strongly agree that they should keep their
personal views out of their reporting, there is less agreement over whether they are able to do so.
A large majority of journalists
surveyed (82%) say journalists
should separate their views
from what they report on. A
considerably smaller majority
(55%) think journalists are
largely able to do this, while
43% say journalists are often
unable to do so.

Journalists widely agree that they should keep their
views out of reporting; less agreement on whether
they can do this
% of U.S. journalists who say that journalists ___ separate their views from
what they report on
Should

Should not

82%

16%

Are largely able to

Are often unable to

These figures are similar
55
43
regardless of journalists’
audience makeup: 55% of those Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
who say their organization’s
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
audience leans to the right
politically feel journalists are
largely able to separate their
views from their reporting, as do 52% of those who say their audience leans left and 58% who say
their organization’s audience is politically mixed.
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Still, three-quarters of U.S.
journalists believe in
journalists’ ability to agree on
the basic facts of issues and
events in the topic area (or
beat) they cover, even if
journalists report on these facts
in different ways.

Most journalists say they agree on the basic facts, but
many doubt whether the public can agree on a story’s
accuracy
% of U.S. journalists who say …
Journalists __ on the basic facts of issues and events of their beat(s)
Often do
not agree

Largely agree
75%

Many journalists acknowledge
that significant segments of the
public will not find their stories
accurate. About half of
journalists in the survey (52%)
say it is not possible to report
news that nearly everyone finds
accurate, while 47% say it is
possible to do so.

23%

It is __ to report news that nearly everyone finds accurate
Possible

Not possible

47

52

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

The public is even more
pessimistic than journalists on this front, with 62% saying it is not possible to report news that
nearly everyone finds accurate, far more than the 37% who say this is possible.
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6. Journalists give industry mixed reviews on newsroom
diversity, lowest marks in racial and ethnic diversity
The responses from the almost 12,000 journalists surveyed suggest that newsroom diversity is a
work in progress: Journalists give their news organizations mixed grades on how well they are
doing in building a sufficiently diverse staff. There is broader agreement that organizations
generally treat staff fairly, regardless of age, gender, or race and ethnicity. Still, fewer than half of
journalists say their organization makes issues of diversity and inclusion a major priority, and
about half have participated in a formal training session about diversity in their workplace in the
past year.
Along with the makeup of the newsroom itself, many experts say diversity can have a significant
impact on the quality of journalism because a more diverse staff is likely to produce a wider range
of stories and perspectives. As discussed in Chapter 4, fewer journalists say that news
organizations do a good job at giving voice to the underrepresented than they do for a number of
other core functions of journalism.
The survey asked journalists
whether their news
organization (or the main one
they work for if they work for
more than one) has enough
employee diversity in several
areas. Most say there is enough
diversity in their newsrooms
when it comes to gender and
age. Two-thirds of journalists
surveyed (67%) say their
organization has enough
gender diversity among its
employees, compared with 19%
who say it does not. And 58%
say there is enough age
diversity in their workplace,
more than twice the share who
say there is not (25%).

Journalists give their news organizations highest
marks for gender and age diversity, lowest for racial
and ethnic diversity
% of U.S. journalists who say their news organization does/does not have
enough employee diversity when it comes to …
Does not have
Gender

19%

Age

25

Sexual orientation

23

Political ideology

29

Socioeconomic status
Race and ethnicity

34
52

Not sure

Has
67%
58
43

www.pewresearch.org

14
31

34

34

34

29

32

13

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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But journalists give lower marks for the levels of diversity in other areas. When it comes to
diversifying the workplace by sexual orientation, 43% say their employers have enough employee
diversity in this area, compared with 23% who say there is not enough and 31% who are not sure.
About one-third say there is enough diversity when it comes to political ideology and
socioeconomic status at their workplace (34% each). Another 34% and 29%, respectively, are
unsure whether their organization has created sufficient diversity in each of these categories. This
may speak to less transparency in those areas, or perhaps to uncertainty over how much diversity
is “enough.”
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Journalists give their news organizations the
most negative ratings in the area of racial and
ethnic diversity. By a considerable margin,
more journalists say their organization does not
have enough racial and ethnic diversity (52%)
than say it does (32%).
Underneath the overall numbers are some clear
differences in views across demographic groups
– particularly age and gender. Younger and
female journalists are often more likely than
their older and male peers to think there is not
enough diversity in their organizations. For
example, 68% of journalists ages 18 to 29 say
there is not enough racial and ethnic diversity
at their organization, compared with 37% of
journalists 65 and older. Those ages 30 to 49
and 50 to 64 fall somewhere in between at 57%
and 48%, respectively. (See Chapter 7 for a
deeper look at journalists’ views by age.)

Younger and female journalists more
likely to think their newsroom lacks
racial diversity
% of U.S. journalists who say their news organization
does not have enough racial and ethnic employee
diversity
U.S. journalists

52%

Ages 18-29

68

30-49

57

50-64
65+

Men

48
37

46

Women

White

59

53

Black

On the same question about racial and ethnic
diversity, a majority of journalists who are
women (59%) say there is not sufficient
diversity in their newsroom, compared with
46% of men.

Hispanic
Asian

58
48
58

Note: White, Black and Asian adults include those who report being
only one race and are not Hispanic. Hispanics are of any race.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Despite concerns about
diversity at their organizations,
about two-thirds of all
journalists (66%) say their
colleagues generally are treated
fairly regardless of their race
and ethnicity – similar to the
shares who say staffers are
treated fairly regardless of their
age (67%) and gender (69%).
In each case, between 15% and
17% say people are not treated
fairly based on these factors,
while the remainder are either
not sure or decline to answer
the question.

Most journalists think people are treated fairly at their
organizations regardless of gender, age, race
% of U.S. journalists who say everyone at their news organization is/is not
generally treated fairly regardless of their …
Treated
fairly
Gender

Not Not treated
sure
fairly

69%

12%

17%

Age

67

14

17

Race and ethnicity

66

16

15

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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But again, there are differences
on these questions based on
the demographic
characteristics of respondents.
Asked about fair treatment of
staffers inside the news
organization, Black, Hispanic
and Asian journalists are often
less likely than White
journalists to say that
employees are treated fairly in
all three areas — gender, age,
and race and ethnicity – and in
each case more likely to think
that employees are not treated
fairly. The same pattern applies
to female journalists compared
with male journalists, and for
younger journalists compared
with their older colleagues.
(See Appendix for a detailed
demographic profile of the
journalists who completed the
survey.)

Demographic differences emerge among journalists
in thinking their organization treats everyone fairly
% of U.S. journalists in each group who say everyone at their news
organization is generally treated fairly regardless of their …

Gender

Age

Race and
ethnicity

U.S. journalists

69%

67%

66%

White

71

69

69

Black
Hispanic
Asian

61

61

68
58

64
56

53
62
55

Ages 18-29

67

65

61

30-49

64

63

62

50-64

75

72

72

65+

77

72

75

Men

77

73

75

Women

61

61

58

Note: White, Black and Asian adults include those who report being only one race and are
not Hispanic. Hispanics are of any race.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”

For example, 53% of Black
journalists and about the same
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
portion of Asian journalists
(55%), as well as 62% of
Hispanic journalists, say that employees at their organizations are treated fairly regardless of their
race and ethnicity, lower than the 69% of White journalists who say this. About a third of Black
journalists (34%) say that everyone at their organization is not treated fairly regardless of their
race and ethnicity, as do 29% of Asian journalists and 25% of Hispanic journalists – all higher than
the 12% of White journalists who say the same.
Similarly, there is a 16-point gap between men (77%) and women (61%) in the share of journalists
who say employees at their news organization are treated fairly regardless of their gender. On the
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other hand, 24% of female journalists say that employees at their organization are not treated
fairly regardless of their gender, more than twice that of male journalists (10%).
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About half of journalists took part in workplace diversity training in the
past year; more likely among Black, Hispanic and Asian journalists
Fewer than half of the journalists surveyed say their organization places a great deal of focus on
issues of diversity and inclusion at the workplace – 42% indicate it is a major priority for their
organization. Another 30% characterize it as a minor priority, 16% say it is not a priority at all and
10% are unsure.
About half of all journalists (48%) say they have participated in formal trainings or meetings on
diversity and inclusion in their workplace in the past 12 months – and four-in-ten have
participated in sessions on how to cover these issues in the news. Perhaps not surprisingly, those
who say their news organizations make diversity and inclusion a major priority are much more
likely to have participated in these trainings. On a more informal level, 46% of the journalists
surveyed say they discuss the topic of diversity with colleagues at least several times a month.

Black, Hispanic, Asian and younger journalists more likely to take trainings about
diversity and discuss the issue in their organizations
% of U.S. journalists in each group who say they ___ in the past 12 months
Discussed the diversity of their
organization with colleagues
at least several times a month

Had formal trainings or meetings about ...

U.S. journalists
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Ages 18-29
30-49
50-64
65+

How to cover
diversity/inclusion
40%

Diversity/inclusion
in the workplace
48%
47

38
58
56
56

44
52

52
56
47
30

46%

46
46

59
57
52

46
45

51
54

39
24

43
30

Note: White, Black and Asian adults include those who report being only one race and are not Hispanic. Hispanics are of any race.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Black, Hispanic and Asian journalists are more likely than White journalists to say they engage in
both training and informal discussions about issues of diversity and inclusion in their newsroom.
Roughly six-in-ten Black (59%) and Hispanic (57%) journalists say they discussed diversity in their
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organization with colleagues at least several times a month in the past year, as do 52% of Asian
journalists – compared with 44% of White journalists.
Large differences also emerge between age groups. For instance, 46% of journalists ages 18 to 29
as well as 45% of those 30 to 49 have had formal meetings or trainings about how to cover
diversity and inclusion over the past 12 months, almost twice the rate of those 65 and older (24%).
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Journalists who say their news organization has a left-leaning audience
are more likely to engage with diversity issues, see diversity shortfalls
Journalists who say the audience of the organization they work for leans left politically are much
more likely than those who say their audience leans right to engage with the issue of diversity at
their organization, to say diversity and inclusion is a focus at their organization, and to see less
diversity in some areas at their news organizations.
A majority of those who say they work for organizations with left-leaning audiences (56%) say
issues surrounding diversity are a major priority, more than twice the share of those with rightleaning audiences (23%), and also higher than the share among journalists with more politically
mixed audiences (42%).

Journalists who work for organizations with left-leaning audiences see greater
emphasis placed on diversity in the workplace
Among U.S. journalists who say the audience of the news organization they work for (is) ___ politically, % who say
each of the following

Their news organization makes diversity and
inclusion a major priority 0
They discussed diversity of their news
organization with colleagues at least several
times/month in the past 12 months

Leans right

Mixed

23%

42%

They had formal trainings/meetings in the
past 12 months about diversity/inclusion in
the workplace
They had formal trainings/meetings in the
past 12 months about how to cover
diversity/inclusion

37

Leans left
56%

46

30

LEFTRIGHT
DIFF

59

49 56

100

33

29

19

19
28

40 47

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Similarly, 56% of journalists who work for organizations with left-leaning audiences say they have
had formal trainings or meetings on diversity in their workplace in the past 12 months, compared
with 37% of journalists at outlets with right-leaning audiences and 49% of those with more mixed
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audiences who report these experiences. This pattern holds when it comes to having discussions
with colleagues about their organization’s diversity.
Journalists who work for organizations with left-leaning audiences also are somewhat more likely
to see their organizations as lacking in diversity in the areas of political ideology and
socioeconomic status. For instance, 44% of journalists who work for organizations with leftleaning audiences say there is not enough political diversity in their newsroom, compared with
26% of those who say they work for organizations with right-leaning audiences and 22% of those
with more politically mixed audiences.
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Freelancers far less engaged with issues of diversity at news organizations
The 28% of journalists in the
survey sample who identify as
freelancers or are selfemployed tend to be less
engaged with issues of
diversity and inclusion at the
organizations that they work
for. For example, one-in-five
freelance or self-employed
journalists say they had a
formal training about how to
cover issues of diversity and
inclusion in the past year,
substantially lower than the
47% of full- or part-time
employees of news
organizations. Freelance or
self-employed journalists are
also much more likely to be
unsure of the level of diversity
of the organizations they work
for.

Freelance journalists less likely to get training about
diversity, know about diversity levels at the outlets
they work for
% of U.S. journalists who say they …
Full-/part-time Freelance/ EMPLOYEEemployees of a self-employed FREELANCE
news org.
journalists
DIFF
Had formal trainings or meetings in
the past 12 months about …
Diversity/inclusion in the workplace
How to cover diversity/inclusion

59%
47

22%
20

37
27

Are unsure whether there is enough
__ diversity in the organization they
work for
Age
Racial and ethnic
Gender
Sexual orientation
Socioeconomic status
Political ideology

9
8
6
28
26
32

27
26
22
40
36
40

-18
-18
-16
-12
-10
-8

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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7. Older journalists most content in their work, younger
journalists more likely to find social media helpful
In many cases, journalists’ views on the topics addressed in this survey vary by age, with the
starkest differences frequently showing up between the youngest and oldest groups of the
journalists surveyed. (See Appendix for a detailed breakdown of the sample by age.)
One of the largest gaps between
age groups emerges around the
question of what impact
respondents’ jobs have on their
emotional well-being. Threequarters of journalists ages 65
and older say their job has a
very or somewhat positive
impact on their emotional wellbeing. But among journalists
ages 18 to 29, that number
plummets to about three-in-ten
(29%). Instead, roughly half of
all journalists under 30 (51%)
say their job has a negative
effect on their emotional wellbeing.6

Older journalists far more likely to say that their job
positively impacts their emotional well-being
% of U.S. journalists in each age group who say their job has a ___ impact
on their emotional well-being
Very/Somewhat
negative
Ages 18-29
30-49

51%

Neither positive
nor negative
20%

29%

42

50-64

Very/Somewhat
positive

17

40
28

65+

16

56
12

75

13

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

In a related area, journalists 65
and older are less likely to report having experienced at least one incident of job-related threat or
harassment from someone outside their news organization in the past year (30%). That percentage
increases to about half among those ages 18 to 29 (50%) and 30 to 49 (48%).
Among journalists who report experiencing some kind of harassment from someone outside their
organization, younger journalists are more likely to have experienced at least some of it through
social media: 82% of journalists under 30 say at least one of the incidents of harassment they
experienced in the past year was on social media, versus 66% of those 65 and older.

These findings are in line with research that shows that, in general, mental illness and psychological distress are more prevalent among
younger adults.

6
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Overall, journalists of all age groups are far more likely to say social media’s impact on the state of
journalism in the U.S. has been negative rather than positive. But younger journalists stand out
from their elders in their assessments of how social media can aid in a number of specific tasks
related to their jobs.
Among journalists who use social media for their job, 89% of those ages 18 to 29 say social media
has a very or somewhat positive impact on their ability to identify stories that should be covered,
25 percentage points higher than those 65 and older (64%). A similar percentage of the youngest
journalists (91%) say social media has a positive impact on finding sources for stories, again higher
than the oldest group (71%).

Younger journalists see more benefits of social media in their jobs, particularly in
identifying stories and finding sources
Among U.S. journalists who use social media in their job, % in each age group who say social media has a very/
somewhat positive impact on their ability to …
Ages
65+ 50-64 30-49 18-29
Identify stories to cover
Find sources for stories
Gather accurate information for stories

64% 71% 78% 89% 100

0

71 74 82

Connect with their audience

82 86 87 92

78 79 81 82

PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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10
4

41 42 46
41

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”

20
12

45 47 51 59

Promote stories
Build trust in news they produce

91

YOUNGESTOLDEST
DIFF
25

3

100
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Younger journalists less satisfied with their organization’s diversity
efforts
There also are noteworthy gaps between
journalists of different age groups on issues
related to newsroom diversity and inclusion. In
many areas, younger journalists are more likely
than their older peers to say their organization
(or the main one they work for if they work for
more than one) does not have sufficient
diversity, including racial and ethnic diversity,
with 68% of journalists ages 18 to 29 saying
there is not enough diversity in this area at their
organization, compared with 37% of those 65
and older. Another large gap exists on the issue
of socioeconomic diversity: 44% of those ages
18 to 29 say their organization does not have
enough diversity in this area, compared with
22% of those 65 and older.
Overall, a majority of the journalists surveyed
in each age group say everyone in their
organization is treated fairly, regardless of race
and ethnicity, but younger journalists are
somewhat less likely to do so: About six-in-ten
journalists ages 18 to 29 (61%) and 30 to 49
(62%) say this, compared with 72% of
journalists ages 50 to 64 and 75% of those 65
and older.

The oldest journalists are less likely to
have had trainings on diversity at their
organization
% of U.S. journalists in each age group who say they
___ in the past 12 months
Had formal trainings or meetings about diversity/
inclusion in the workplace
Ages 18-29
30-49

52%
56
47

50-64
65+

30

Had formal trainings or meetings about how to cover
diversity/inclusion
46
45

18-29
30-49
50-64
65+

39
24

Discussed diversity in their organization with
colleagues at least several times a month
18-29

51
54

30-49
50-64
65+

43
30

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”

The oldest group of journalists is also
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
considerably less likely to have trainings or
discussions about diversity and inclusion. For
instance, while 45% of journalists under 50 say they have attended a formal training or meeting on
how to cover issues of diversity in the news in the past year, about a quarter of journalists 65 and
older (24%) have done so.
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Oldest journalists most concerned about possible press restrictions, but
also most satisfied in their jobs
One issue that concerns older journalists more
than younger ones is the prospect of restrictions
being imposed on the profession. Roughly twothirds of journalists ages 65 and older (68%)
and those 50 to 64 (63%) say they are extremely
or very concerned about potential restrictions
on press freedoms in America. Smaller yet
sizable percentages of journalists under 30
(42%) and ages 30 to 49 (52%) share these
concerns.

Older journalists more concerned about
the future of press freedom in America
% of U.S. journalists in each age group who are ___
about potential restrictions on press freedoms in the U.S.
Extremely
Very
concerned concerned
Ages 18-29
30-49
50-64

20%

NET

22%

28

42%
52

24
39

25

63

Older journalists appear to be satisfied with
65+
68
42
26
their work somewhat more than the rest of their Note: Numbers may not add to summed totals due to rounding.
colleagues. Though majorities of each age group Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
express high levels of satisfaction, those 65 and
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
older outpace other age groups in the share who for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
are very or somewhat satisfied with their job.7
And about four-in-five journalists in this age
range (83%) say they are very or extremely proud of the work they produce, compared with 68% of
journalists ages 18 to 29.
In another measure related to job satisfaction, journalists 65 and older feel the most connected to
their audiences. About two-thirds (66%) say they feel extremely or very connected, far more than
the share of those ages 18 to 29 (29%) and 30 to 49 (37%) who say the same.

7

Previous Center data shows that older Americans overall generally are more satisfied with their job or career than younger Americans.
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8. TV journalists most likely to experience harassment;
online outlets most likely to see newsroom expansion
Journalists surveyed were asked to give the
original platform of the news organization they
work for (or the organization they work for
most). This study compares the experiences and
attitudes of journalists across four broader
platform groups: print, television, radio and
podcasts, and online, including websites, apps
and social media sites. (See Appendix for a
detailed breakdown of the sample by the
original platform of the organizations
respondents work for.)
In some ways, journalists’ experiences and
opinions are similar for all platforms studied.
But differences do show up – with the views of
journalists working in legacy television news
often the ones that stand out.

TV journalists most likely to report being
harassed by someone outside their
news organization
% of U.S. journalists who say they have been harassed/
threatened by someone outside their organization ___
in the past 12 months, among those working for a news
organization whose original platform is …
NET 58%
Once 10%
41

39

38

11

8

8

24

26

24

5

5

7

Radio

Print

Online

A few times 36%

Many times 12%
TV

For instance, solid majorities of journalists in
Note: “Radio” includes journalists who say the original platform of
all platform groups express satisfaction with
their news organization is radio or podcast, and “online” includes
those who say the original platform of their news organization is
their jobs, but there are some consistent
website, app or social media.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
differences – mainly between television
2022.
journalists and those in the other three groups.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
TV journalists are the least likely to say they are for Their Work”
very or somewhat satisfied with their jobs (61%, PEW RESEARCH CENTER
vs. 70% or more of print, radio/podcast and
online journalists). The same modest differences apply to how excited journalists feel about their
work.
In another area, the gap is larger. About one-third of television journalists (34%) say their job has
a very or somewhat positive impact on their emotional well-being. Journalists who work online
(54%) and in print (52%) are far more likely to say this of their work.
Television journalists’ responses regarding their job’s impact on their emotional well-being may be
connected to job-related harassment or threats that come from outside their newsroom. One-in-
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five TV journalists cite such harassment as a major problem, about twice the share of any other
platform group. And about a quarter of TV journalists (24%) say harassment from someone
outside their organization is not a problem, far lower than print (44%), radio and podcast (47%),
and online (49%) journalists.
Given their conspicuous presence at events they cover (often accompanied by large cameras), it
may not be surprising that 58% of television journalists say they have experienced job-related
harassment from someone outside their news organization at least once in the past year. That’s
considerably higher than the roughly four-in-ten among print (39%), online (38%) and radio
(41%) journalists who say this has happened to them in the past year.
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Online journalists most likely to say their organization is expanding
Journalists working for online
news organizations are the
most likely to say their
organization is mostly
expanding these days – 42%,
compared with 11% who say it
is cutting back (45% say it is
staying about the same). Across
the other three platform
groups, only about one-quarter
say their organization is
expanding.

Newsroom expansion most commonly reported by
online journalists
% of U.S. journalists who say the news organization they work for is mostly
___ these days, by the organization’s original platform
Cutting back
Online

11%

Radio
TV

Print

19
31
27

Staying about
the same

Expanding
42%
28
26
24

45%
53
43
47

This finding is in line with
previous Pew Research Center
Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown. “Radio” includes journalists who say the
original platform of their news organization is radio or podcast, and “online” includes those
data that shows that while
who say the original platform of their news organization is website, app or social media.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
newsroom employment overall
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
has dropped in recent years,
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
particularly among
newspapers, there have been
considerable gains among digital-native outlets.
At the same time, about half of TV journalists (49%) say they received a salary increase in the past
year. This was the case for 43% of online journalists, 38% of those working in radio or podcasts,
and 36% of print journalists.
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TV journalists most likely to want a license requirement
Majorities of journalists across
platform groups say people
should not be required to have
a license in order to practice
journalism. Television
journalists are notably more
likely than others to say a
license should be required to
practice journalism. In all, 40%
of TV journalists surveyed
favor a licensing requirement,
about twice as many as online
(20%) and print (22%)
journalists. Those working in
radio and podcasting fall in
between, with 27% favoring a
license.

TV journalists more likely than those in radio, print
and online to want a license requirement
% of U.S. journalists who say that people should ___ to practice journalism,
by the original platform of the news organization they work for
Not be required to have
a license
TV

59%

Radio
Print
Online

Be required to have
a license
40%

72
76
79

27
22
20

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown. “Radio” includes journalists who say the
original platform of their news organization is radio or podcast, and “online” includes those
who say the original platform of their news organization is website, app or social media.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

It is worth noting that while
there is no current licensing
requirement for journalists themselves, radio and television stations are licensed and regulated by
the Federal Communications Commission; there is no such regulatory authority for newspapers or
online outlets.
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Radio and podcast journalists feel most connected to their audience
On the question of how
connected journalists feel to
their audiences, those working
at organizations that originally
started as radio or podcasts
stand out. About six-in-ten
(59%) say they feel extremely
or very connected to their
listeners – significantly higher
than the 45% of print
journalists, 44% of TV
journalists and 43% of online
journalists who say the same
about their readers and
viewers.

Most radio journalists feel highly connected to their
audience
% of U.S. journalists who say they feel ___ to their audiences, by the
original platform of the news organization they work for
Extremely/Very
connected

Somewhat
connected

59%

31%

Radio

A little/
Not at all
connected
10%

Print

45

39

16

TV

44

39

17

Online

43

37

19

Note: Respondents who did not answer not shown. “Radio” includes journalists who say the
original platform of their news organization is radio or podcast, and “online” includes those
who say the original platform of their news organization is website, app or social media.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”

In a related finding, just under
half of both radio and
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
television journalists (44% and
46%, respectively) say they
interact with the public at least once a day about their work or the work of their organization,
higher than the roughly one-third of print (34%) and online journalists (35%) who report such
interactions.
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TV journalists are more likely to say their newsroom is diverse – and to
take part in diversity trainings
In a number of ways, television journalists are more likely than journalists on other platforms to
say their organizations are diverse enough. For instance, nearly half of TV journalists (47%) say
their organization has enough racial and ethnic diversity, higher than the share of radio/podcast
(34%), online (34%) and print (25%) journalists who say the same. TV journalists also are more
likely than any other group to say their organization has enough diversity based on gender and
sexual orientation.
Similarly, television journalists
are the most likely to say they
have taken trainings on issues
of diversity and inclusion.
About two-thirds of TV
journalists (66%) say they have
had formal trainings or
meetings about issues of
diversity and inclusion in the
workplace in the past year, far
higher than the share of print
(43%) and online (42%)
journalists who report having
these experiences. It follows,
then, that TV journalists are
the most likely of any platform
group to say that their news
organizations make diversity a
major priority (51%).

TV journalists most likely to have taken part in
diversity trainings
% of U.S. journalists who say they have taken part in formal trainings or
meetings in the past 12 months about ____, by the original platform of the
news organization they work for
Diversity and inclusion
in the workplace
TV

How to cover diversity
and inclusion

66%

Radio

53%

58

47

Print

43

36

Online

42

35

Note: “Radio” includes journalists who say the original platform of their news organization is
radio or podcast, and “online” includes those who say the original platform of their news
organization is website, app or social media.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Appendix: Detailed tables of the composition of the
journalist survey sample
Job titles of journalists in the sample
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say they have the
following job titles
%
Reporter, columnist, writer or correspondent

63

News editor

17

Host or anchor

14

Assignment editor or manager

10

Blogger

8

Photo or video journalist

8

Copy editor or line editor

6

News producer

6

News director

5

Commentator

3

Business side operations or management

2

Analyst

2

Program director

2

Audience engagement editor or manager

2

Graphics or video editor

1

Data visualization journalist

1

Meteorologist

<1

Other

9

Note: Respondents could choose up to three job titles.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Employment status of journalists in the
sample: Full-time, part-time or student
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say they are
currently working in the news industry …
%
Full time

81

Part time

19

As a student or intern

<1

No answer

<1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Employment status of journalists in the
sample: Employee, freelance or student
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say they are
a(n) …
%
Employee of a news organization

71

Freelancer or self-employed

28

Student or intern

<1

No answer

<1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Number of organizations that journalists
in the sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say they work
for …
%
One news organization

76

More than one news organization

23

No answer

1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Original platform of the news
organizations that journalists in the
sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say that the
original platform of their news organization is …
%
Print newspaper or magazine

42

NET Online

29

Website or app

29

Social media site

1

Television

17

NET Radio/Podcast

12

Radio

11

Podcast

1

No answer

<1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Geographic focus of the news
organization of journalists in the sample
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say the primary
geographic focus of their news organization’s coverage
(or of their own work if self-employed or freelance)
is at the …
%
Community, city or county level

41

State level

11

National level

32

International level

14

No answer/not asked

1

Note: Students/interns were not asked this question and are
included in “no answer/not asked.”
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Demographic reach of the news
organizations that journalists in the
sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say their news
organization’s coverage (or their own work if selfemployed or freelance) is intended to reach a particular
demographic group
%
Yes

16

No

83

No answer/not asked

1

Note: Students/interns were not asked this question and are
included in “no answer/not asked.”
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Regional location of the news
organizations that journalists in the
sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say their news
organization’s location (or their own location if selfemployed or freelance) is based in the …
%
Northeast

30

South

28

West

21

Midwest

16

Outside of U.S.

3

No answer

2

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Size of the news organizations that
journalists in the sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say their news
organization has ___ full-time/part-time staff members,
including themselves
%
1

4

2-10

23

11-50

24

51-100

13

101-200

9

201-500

6

501-1,000

4

More than 1,000

9

Not sure

6

No answer

*

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Reported political lean of the audience
of the organizations that journalists in
the sample work for
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who say their news
organization’s audience …
%
Leans to the right politically

20

Leans to the left politically
Has about an equal mix of people on the left and
the right politically
Not sure

32

No answer

1

33
13

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Age of journalists in the sample
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who are …
%
Ages 18-29

12

30-49

39

50-64

30

65+

14

No answer

4

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Gender of journalists in the sample
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who are…
%
Men

51

Women

46

Another gender identity

1

No answer

1

Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Race and ethnicity of journalists in the
sample
% of U.S. journalists in the sample who identify as …
%
White

77

Hispanic

8

Black

5

Asian

3

Other non-Hispanic

3

No answer

3

Note: White, Black and Asian adults include those who report being
only one race and are not Hispanic; Hispanics are of any race.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17,
2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion
for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Methodology
This report is primarily based on a Pew Research Center survey of U.S.-based journalists. The
report also draws upon two nationally representative surveys of U.S. adults who are members of
the Center’s American Trends Panel. More detail about each of these data sources is provided
below.
This is the latest report in Pew Research Center’s ongoing investigation of the state of news,
information and journalism in the digital age, a research program funded by The Pew Charitable
Trusts, with generous support from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation.

Survey of journalists
The main source of data for this report is a national survey of 11,889 U.S.-based journalists
conducted for Pew Research Center by SSRS. The survey was administered online in English and
Spanish from Feb. 16 to March 17, 2022. Estimates for the full sample have a margin of sampling
error of plus or minus 1.0 percentage points.
The target population for this study was defined as journalists working in the United States. For
this study, journalists are defined as individuals currently working in the news industry who
create, edit or report original news stories across a wide range of reporting areas and beats. See
Appendix for a detailed profile of the sample across demographics, job title, employment status
(e.g., full/part-time employees of a news organization vs. freelance or self-employed), size and type
of news organization, and geographic location of their news organization, among other variables.

Sample design
Because there is no readily available list of all U.S. journalists, Center researchers combined
multiple data sources to create a broad and diverse sample with the goal of finding and including
journalists across as many types of outlets and areas of reporting as possible. The resulting sample
was comprised of 167,886 individuals listed in commercial databases of journalists whose job title
and media type identified them as likely to be a journalist according to the above definition.
The core of this list of journalists came from a commercial database of journalists maintained by
Muck Rack. A second, supplementary commercial database of journalists was used to further
improve coverage of U.S. journalists. To ensure that a broad range of journalists were invited to
take the survey, researchers cross-referenced the outlets in both of these databases with
supplementary lists of media outlets – often lists that have been maintained by academics who
track specific segments of the U.S. news industry. Researchers identified the news organizations in
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these supplementary lists that were not found in either of the databases. A list of these
organizations was provided to Muck Rack, which then incorporated information about journalists
working at these organizations into its database, provided they met certain criteria such as the
organization still being operational and having a web presence.
These supplemental lists of outlets broadened the study’s coverage of journalists in a number of
ways, ensuring journalists were included from a variety of different reporting areas, news platform
types, as well as outlet sizes and types – from national to hyperlocal newspapers, radio and
television stations from the largest to the smallest media markets, ethnic media, nonprofit and
independent news outlets, and social media news channels, among a wide range of others.
Next, researchers identified a list of job titles and media outlet types that most closely
corresponded to this survey’s target population. The Muck Rack database was searched for records
matching each combination of job title and outlet type that were located in the United States.
Individuals identified in these searches were included in the sample of journalists. This process
was repeated on the second commercial database of journalists, and any additional journalists who
had not already been found in Muck Rack were also added to the list.
Finally, records in the list were processed and cleaned to identify and remove any invalid or
duplicate records. Altogether, this process identified a total of 167,886 individuals that were
potentially eligible to participate in the survey, all of whom were included in the sample.

Screening and eligibility
Because the searches of commercial databases may have returned many individuals who do not
qualify as journalists under the study’s definition, at the beginning of the survey, respondents were
asked their current job title in the news industry and if they report, edit or create original news
stories. Respondents were deemed eligible if they provided their job title and indicated that they
report, edit or create original news stories. If respondents said they do not currently work in the
news industry; do not report, edit or create original news stories; or refused to answer either
screening question, the interview was terminated.

Data collection
Sampled individuals were invited via email to take the survey online. The invitation included links
to the survey and FAQs about the study. Because respondents’ preferred language could not be
known in advance, the email was written in English but included Spanish language instructions
linking to a Spanish translation of the study FAQ. The email also included a link allowing
respondents to unsubscribe if they did not wish to participate in the study. Upon clicking the
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survey link, respondents were given the choice to take the survey in either English or Spanish
before proceeding.
An initial soft launch of 1,000 survey invitations was performed on Feb. 16, 2022, to confirm that
all survey systems were working correctly. Because of the large number of email invitations needed
for this study, initial invitations for the remainder of the sample were sent in batches on either
Feb. 18 or Feb. 22, 2022. (No invitations were sent on the intervening days due to the President’s
Day holiday weekend.) A series of three reminder emails were sent approximately one week apart
to individuals who had not yet completed the survey, unless they unsubscribed.

Contact schedule
Feb. 16, 2022

Soft launch (Batch 0)

Feb. 18, 2022

Full launch, Batches 1-15

Feb. 22, 2022

Full launch, Batches 16-30

Feb. 28, 2022

Reminder #1: Batches 0-15

March 1, 2022

Reminder #1: Batches 16-30

March 7, 2022

Reminder #2: Batches 0-15

March 8, 2022

Reminder #2: Batches 16-30

March 14, 2022

Final reminder: Batches 0-15

March 15, 2022

Final reminder: Batches 16-30

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

No breakout chains or routers were used in the administration of this survey.

Weighting
Unlike general population surveys which can be weighted to align with population parameters
from the census and other federal surveys, there are no universally agreed upon benchmarks
describing the composition of the population of U.S. journalists. Instead, propensity weighting was
used to correct for potential error due to differential nonresponse.
The propensity weights were created to account for two stages of potential nonresponse:
1) completing the screening questions and 2) completion of the full survey among eligible screener
respondents.
For the first stage, a random forest model was used to predict the probability that each individual
in the sample successfully completed the screening questions. The inverse of these predicted
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probabilities was used to create an initial screener weight which was trimmed at the 99th
percentile to reduce the loss in precision stemming from variance in the weights.
For the second stage, another random forest model was used to predict the probability of
completing the full survey among journalists were determined to be eligible in the screener. For
the second stage model, cases were weighted according to their first-stage screener weight.
For respondents who completed the entire survey, the final weight was created by dividing their
first-stage screener weight by their predicted probability of completing the full survey. This weight
was also trimmed at the 99th percentile.
Both the first and second stage models used the same predictor variables that were available for
every individual in the sample. Specifically, the following variables were created for each sampled
individual:
§
§
§
§

Job title grouping
Media outlet type grouping
Freelance journalist (yes/no)
Major metropolitan areas (New York, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, San
Francisco, Atlanta, Other location)

Sampling errors and tests of statistical significance take into account the effect of weighting. The
following table shows the unweighted sample sizes and the error attributable to sampling that
would be expected at the 95% level of confidence for different groups in the survey.
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Unweighted
sample size

Plus or minus …

11,889

1.0 percentage points

Among U.S. journalists in the
sample who are …
Men
Women

5,951
5,646

1.4 percentage points

White, non-Hispanic
Black, non-Hispanic
Asian, non-Hispanic
Hispanic

9,281
563
426
891

1.1 percentage points

Ages 18-29
30-49
50-64
65+

1,534
4,682
3,485
1,675

2.7 percentage points

Among U.S. journalists in the
sample who say they work for
news organizations whose
audience (is) ___ politically
Leans right
Leans left
Mixed

2,288
3,972
3,869

2.2 percentage points

Among U.S. journalists in the
sample who say ___ is the
original platform of the
organization that they work for
Print
TV
Radio/Podcast
Online

5,785
1,309
1,019
3,742

1.3 percentage points

Group
Total sample

1.4 percentage points

4.5 percentage points
5.1 percentage points
3.6 percentage points

1.6 percentage points
1.8 percentage points
2.7 percentage points

1.7 percentage points
1.7 percentage points

2.8 percentage points
3.4 percentage points
1.8 percentage points

Note: Unweighted sample sizes do not account for the sample design or weighting and do
not describe a group’s contribution to weighted estimates. See the Sample design and
Weighting sections above for details.

Sample sizes and sampling errors for other subgroups are available upon request. In addition to
sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and practical difficulties in
conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls.
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Sample dispositions and response rate
Final disposition

Total

Interview (Category 1)

11,889

Complete

11,889

Eligible, non-interview (Category 2)
Refusal after completing screener
Break off after completing screener
Unknown eligibility, non-interview (Category 3)
Not

attempted*

3,699
47
3,652
150,040
16,577

Nothing returned

118,057

Undeliverable

9,250

Refusal before completing screener

2,882

Break off before completing screener

3,274

Not eligible (Category 4)

2,258

Out of sample

2,258

Total sample

167,886

Estimated % eligible among cases of unknown eligibility**

85%

AAPOR Response rate (RR3)

8.3%

* There were 16,538 cases in the sample for which no email address was available. An
additional 39 cases had email addresses listed in a “do not contact” registry.
** Frame variables available for all cases in the sample were used to model eligibility among
cases who completed the screening questions. The model was then used to estimate the
eligibility rate for cases whose true eligibility status was unknown.
Source: Survey of U.S. journalists conducted Feb. 16-March 17, 2022.
“Journalists Sense Turmoil in Their Industry Amid Continued Passion for Their Work”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Advisory board
In addition to a team of subject area and methodological experts at the Pew Research Center, the
project was also guided by an advisory board of five members. This board included both
practitioners of journalism and scholars of journalism and related areas. Advisers provided
feedback at various key points during the project, include on the sample design, the questionnaire,
and a draft of the report.

Open-ended questions asked in the survey of journalists
One word to describe the news industry
In the questionnaire, journalists were asked in two open-ended questions to write in 1) the one
word they would use to describe the news industry these days, and 2) the one word they think the
public would use to describe the news industry these days. This allowed respondents to name any
possible word that comes to mind. If respondents volunteered more than one concept, only the
first one was accepted.
Researchers grouped these responses into categories of like words. For instance, a category for
“struggling and chaos” was created that includes a number of other related words such as “dying,”
“declining” and “under-resourced.” Additionally, each category was then determined to be a
“negative,” “positive” or “neutral” word.
All categories that appeared among 2.0% or more of respondents are reported in the topline. All
other categories that did not reach the 2.0% threshold were combined into one of the “other”
categories based on the valance of the category.

One thing the news industry does the best and worst job at
Journalists were asked in a pair of open-ended questions to write down the one thing that the
news industry does the best job of these days and what it does worst. This allowed respondents to
provide any possible answer that came to mind. If more than one answer was provided in their
response, only the first answer was accepted.
Researchers categorized each of the responses into one of nine broad categories, in addition to an
“other” category for responses that did not belong in one of the nine categories and a response for
those who did not know or did not provide a response. Responses to these two open-ended
questions can be found in the topline.
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February survey of U.S. adults: American Trends Panel survey
methodology
Overview
The American Trends Panel (ATP), created by Pew Research Center, is a nationally representative
panel of randomly selected U.S. adults. Panelists participate via self-administered web surveys.
Panelists who do not have internet access at home are provided with a tablet and wireless internet
connection. Interviews are conducted in both English and Spanish. The panel is being managed by
Ipsos.
Data in this report is drawn from the panel wave conducted from Feb. 7 to Feb. 13, 2022. A total of
9,388 panelists responded out of 10,467 who were sampled, for a response rate of 90%. The
cumulative response rate accounting for nonresponse to the recruitment surveys and attrition is
3%. The break-off rate among panelists who logged on to the survey and completed at least one
item is 1%. The margin of sampling error for the full sample of 9,388 respondents is plus or minus
1.6 percentage points.

Panel recruitment
The ATP was created in 2014, with the first cohort of panelists invited to join the panel at the end
of a large, national, landline and cellphone random-digit-dial survey that was conducted in both
English and Spanish. Two
additional recruitments were
American Trends Panel recruitment surveys
conducted using the same
Active
panelists
method in 2015 and 2017,
Recruitment dates
Mode
Invited
Joined
remaining
respectively. Across these
Landline/
Jan. 23 to March 16, 2014 cell RDD
9,809
5,338
1,599
three surveys, a total of 19,718
Landline/
adults were invited to join the
Aug. 27 to Oct. 4, 2015
cell RDD
6,004
2,976
938
Landline/
ATP, of whom 9,942 (50%)
April 25 to June 4, 2017
cell RDD
3,905
1,628
470
agreed to participate.
Aug. 8 to Oct. 31, 2018
ABS
9,396
8,778
4,428
In August 2018, the ATP
switched from telephone to
address-based recruitment.
Invitations were sent to a
stratified, random sample of
households selected from the
U.S. Postal Service’s Delivery

Aug. 19 to Nov. 30, 2019
June 1 to July 19, 2020;
Feb. 10 to March 31, 2021
May 29 to July 7, 2021
Sept. 16 to Nov. 1, 2021

ABS

5,900

4,720

1,625

ABS

3,197

2,812

1,695

ABS

1,329

1,162

936

Total

39,540

27,414

11,691

Note: Approximately once per year, panelists who have not participated in multiple
consecutive waves or who did not complete an annual profiling survey are removed from the
panel. Panelists also become inactive if they ask to be removed from the panel.
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Sequence File. Sampled households receive mailings asking a randomly selected adult to complete
a survey online. A question at the end of the survey asks if the respondent is willing to join the
ATP. Starting in 2020 another stage was added to the recruitment. Households that do not
respond to the online survey are sent a paper version of the questionnaire, $5 and a postage-paid
return envelope. A subset of the adults returning the paper version of the survey are invited to join
the ATP. This subset of adults receive a follow-up mailing with a $10 pre-incentive and invitation
to join the ATP.
Across the four address-based recruitments, a total of 19,822 adults were invited to join the ATP,
of whom 17,472 agreed to join the panel and completed an initial profile survey. In each
household, the adult with the next birthday was asked to go online to complete a survey, at the end
of which they were invited to join the panel. Of the 27,414 individuals who have ever joined the
ATP, 11,691 remained active panelists and continued to receive survey invitations at the time this
survey was conducted.
The U.S. Postal Service’s Delivery Sequence File has been estimated to cover as much as 98% of
the population, although some studies suggest that the coverage could be in the low 90% range.8
The American Trends Panel never uses breakout routers or chains that direct respondents to
additional surveys.

Sample design
The overall target population for this survey was non-institutionalized persons ages 18 and older,
living in the U.S., including Alaska and Hawaii.

Questionnaire development and testing
The questionnaire was developed by Pew Research Center in consultation with Ipsos. The web
program was rigorously tested on both PC and mobile devices by the Ipsos project management
team and Pew Research Center researchers. The Ipsos project management team also populated
test data that was analyzed in SPSS to ensure the logic and randomizations were working as
intended before launching the survey.

Incentives
All respondents were offered a post-paid incentive for their participation. Respondents could
choose to receive the post-paid incentive in the form of a check or a gift code to Amazon.com or
could choose to decline the incentive. Incentive amounts ranged from $5 to $15 depending on
8

AAPOR Task Force on Address-based Sampling. 2016. “AAPOR Report: Address-based Sampling.”
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whether the respondent belongs to a part of the population that is harder or easier to reach.
Differential incentive amounts were designed to increase panel survey participation among groups
that traditionally have low survey response propensities.

Data collection protocol
The data collection field period for this survey was Feb. 7 to Feb. 13, 2022. Postcard notifications
were mailed to all ATP panelists with a known residential address on Feb. 7.
Invitations were sent out in two separate launches: Soft Launch and Full Launch. Sixty panelists
were included in the soft launch, which began with an initial invitation sent on Feb. 7, 2022. The
ATP panelists chosen for the initial soft launch were known responders who had completed
previous ATP surveys within one day of receiving their invitation. All remaining English- and
Spanish-speaking panelists were included in the full launch and were sent an invitation on Feb. 8.
All panelists with an email address received an email invitation and up to two email reminders if
they did not respond to the survey. All ATP panelists that consented to SMS messages received an
SMS invitation and up to two SMS reminders.

Invitation and reminder dates
Initial invitation

Soft Launch
Feb. 7, 2022

Full Launch
Feb. 8, 2022

First reminder

Feb. 10, 2022

Feb. 10, 2022

Final reminder

Feb. 12, 2022

Feb. 12, 2022

Data quality checks
To ensure high-quality data, the Center’s researchers performed data quality checks to identify any
respondents showing clear patterns of satisficing. This includes checking for very high rates of
leaving questions blank, as well as always selecting the first or last answer presented. As a result of
this checking, three ATP respondents were removed from the survey dataset prior to weighting
and analysis.

Weighting
The ATP data is weighted in a multistep process that accounts for multiple stages of sampling and
nonresponse that occur at different points in the survey process. First, each panelist begins with a
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base weight that reflects their
probability of selection for
their initial recruitment
survey. The base weights for
panelists recruited in different
years are scaled to be
proportionate to the effective
sample size for all active
panelists in their cohort and
then calibrated to align with
the population benchmarks in
the accompanying table to
correct for nonresponse to
recruitment surveys and panel
attrition. If only a subsample
of panelists was invited to
participate in the wave, this
weight is adjusted to account
for any differential
probabilities of selection.

Weighting dimensions
Variable
Age x Gender
Education x Gender
Education x Age
Race/Ethnicity x Education
Born inside vs. outside the U.S. among
Hispanics and Asian Americans
Years lived in the U.S.

Benchmark source
2019 American Community Survey
(ACS)

Census region x Metro/Non-metro

2020 CPS March Supplement

Volunteerism

2019 CPS Volunteering & Civic Life
Supplement
2018 CPS Voting and Registration
Supplement
2021 National Public Opinion
Reference Survey (NPORS)

Voter registration
Party affiliation
Frequency of internet use
Religious affiliation

Note: Estimates from the ACS are based on non-institutionalized adults. Voter registration is
calculated using procedures from Hur, Achen (2013) and rescaled to include the total U.S.
adult population.
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Among the panelists who completed the survey, this weight is then calibrated again to align with
the population benchmarks identified in the accompanying table and trimmed at the 1st and 99th
percentiles to reduce the loss in precision stemming from variance in the weights. Sampling errors
and tests of statistical significance take into account the effect of weighting.
Some of the population benchmarks used for weighting come from surveys conducted prior to the
coronavirus outbreak that began in February 2020. However, the weighting variables for panelists
recruited in 2021 were measured at the time they were recruited to the panel. Likewise, the profile
variables for existing panelists were updated from panel surveys conducted in July or August 2021.
This does not pose a problem for most of the variables used in the weighting, which are quite
stable at both the population and individual levels. However, volunteerism may have changed over
the intervening period in ways that made their 2021 measurements incompatible with the
available (pre-pandemic) benchmarks. To address this, volunteerism is weighted using the profile
variables that were measured in 2020. For all other weighting dimensions, the more recent
panelist measurements from 2021 are used.
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For panelists recruited in 2021, plausible values were imputed using the 2020 volunteerism values
from existing panelists with similar characteristics. This ensures that any patterns of change that
were observed in the existing panelists were also reflected in the new recruits when the weighting
was performed.
The following table shows the unweighted sample sizes and the error attributable to sampling that
would be expected at the 95% level of confidence for different groups in the survey.

Group
Total sample

Unweighted
sample size
9,388

Plus or minus …
1.6 percentage points

Sample sizes and sampling errors for other subgroups are available upon request. In addition to
sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and practical difficulties in
conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls.

Dispositions and response rates
Final dispositions

AAPOR code

Total

1.1
2.12
2.1121

9,388
57
50

Never logged on (implicit refusal)

2.11

968

Survey completed after close of the field period

2.27

1

Completed interview
Logged onto survey; broke off
Logged onto survey; did not complete any items

Completed interview but was removed for data quality

3

Screened out

0

Total panelists in the survey

10,467

Completed interviews
Partial interviews

I
P

9,388
0

Refusals
Non-contact

R
NC

1,078
1

Other
Unknown household

O
UH

0
0

Unknown other

UO

0

Not eligible

NE

0

Total

10,467

AAPOR RR1 = I / (I+P+R+NC+O+UH+UO)

90%
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Cumulative response rate

Total

Weighted response rate to recruitment surveys
% of recruitment survey respondents who agreed to
join the panel, among those invited
% of those agreeing to join who were active panelists
at start of Wave 103
Response rate to Wave 103 survey

12%

Cumulative response rate

69%
43%
90%
3%
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March survey of U.S. adults: American Trends Panel survey methodology
Overview
The American Trends Panel (ATP), created by Pew Research Center, is a nationally representative
panel of randomly selected U.S. adults. Panelists participate via self-administered web surveys.
Panelists who do not have internet access at home are provided with a tablet and wireless internet
connection. Interviews are conducted in both English and Spanish. The panel is being managed by
Ipsos.
Data in this report is drawn from the panel wave conducted from March 7 to March 13, 2022. A
total of 10,441 panelists responded out of 11,687 who were sampled, for a response rate of 89%.
The cumulative response rate accounting for nonresponse to the recruitment surveys and attrition
is 3%. The break-off rate among panelists who logged on to the survey and completed at least one
item is 1%. The margin of sampling error for the full sample of 10,441 respondents is plus or minus
1.5 percentage points.

Panel recruitment
The ATP was created in 2014, with the first cohort of panelists invited to join the panel at the end
of a large, national, landline and cellphone random-digit-dial survey that was conducted in both
English and Spanish. Two additional recruitments were conducted using the same method in 2015
and 2017, respectively. Across
these three surveys, a total of
American Trends Panel recruitment surveys
19,718 adults were invited to
Active
panelists
join the ATP, of whom 9,942
Recruitment dates
Mode
Invited
Joined
remaining
(50%) agreed to participate.
Landline/
Jan. 23 to March 16, 2014

In August 2018, the ATP
switched from telephone to
address-based recruitment.
Invitations were sent to a
stratified, random sample of
households selected from the
U.S. Postal Service’s Delivery
Sequence File. Sampled
households receive mailings
asking a randomly selected
adult to complete a survey

9,809

5,338

1,599

6,004

2,976

938

April 25 to June 4, 2017

cell RDD
Landline/
cell RDD
Landline/
cell RDD

3,905

1,628

470

Aug. 8 to Oct. 31, 2018

ABS

9,396

8,778

4,426

Aug. 19 to Nov. 30, 2019
June 1 to July 19, 2020;
Feb. 10 to March 31, 2021
May 29 to July 7, 2021
Sept. 16 to Nov. 1, 2021

ABS

5,900

4,720

1,625

ABS

3,197

2,812

1,694

Aug. 27 to Oct. 4, 2015

ABS

1,329

1,162

935

Total

39,540

27,414

11,687

Note: Approximately once per year, panelists who have not participated in multiple
consecutive waves or who did not complete an annual profiling survey are removed from the
panel. Panelists also become inactive if they ask to be removed from the panel.
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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online. A question at the end of the survey asks if the respondent is willing to join the ATP.
Starting in 2020 another stage was added to the recruitment. Households that do not respond to
the online survey are sent a paper version of the questionnaire, $5 and a postage-paid return
envelope. A subset of the adults returning the paper version of the survey are invited to join the
ATP. This subset of adults receive a follow-up mailing with a $10 pre-incentive and invitation to
join the ATP.
Across the four address-based recruitments, a total of 19,822 adults were invited to join the ATP,
of whom 17,472 agreed to join the panel and completed an initial profile survey. In each
household, the adult with the next birthday was asked to go online to complete a survey, at the end
of which they were invited to join the panel. Of the 27,414 individuals who have ever joined the
ATP, 11,687 remained active panelists and continued to receive survey invitations at the time this
survey was conducted.
The U.S. Postal Service’s Delivery Sequence File has been estimated to cover as much as 98% of
the population, although some studies suggest that the coverage could be in the low 90% range.9
The American Trends Panel never uses breakout routers or chains that direct respondents to
additional surveys.

Sample design
The overall target population for this survey was non-institutionalized persons ages 18 and older,
living in the U.S., including Alaska and Hawaii.

Questionnaire development and testing
The questionnaire was developed by Pew Research Center in consultation with Ipsos. The web
program was rigorously tested on both PC and mobile devices by the Ipsos project management
team and Pew Research Center researchers. The Ipsos project management team also populated
test data that was analyzed in SPSS to ensure the logic and randomizations were working as
intended before launching the survey.

Incentives
All respondents were offered a post-paid incentive for their participation. Respondents could
choose to receive the post-paid incentive in the form of a check or a gift code to Amazon.com or
could choose to decline the incentive. Incentive amounts ranged from $5 to $20 depending on
whether the respondent belongs to a part of the population that is harder or easier to reach.
9

AAPOR Task Force on Address-based Sampling. 2016. “AAPOR Report: Address-based Sampling.”
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Differential incentive amounts were designed to increase panel survey participation among groups
that traditionally have low survey response propensities.

Data collection protocol
The data collection field period for this survey was March 7 to March 13, 2022. Postcard
notifications were mailed to all ATP panelists with a known residential address on March 7.
Invitations were sent out in two separate launches: Soft Launch and Full Launch. Sixty panelists
were included in the soft launch, which began with an initial invitation sent on March 7. The ATP
panelists chosen for the initial soft launch were known responders who had completed previous
ATP surveys within one day of receiving their invitation. All remaining English- and Spanishspeaking panelists were included in the full launch and were sent an invitation on March 8.
All panelists with an email address received an email invitation and up to two email reminders if
they did not respond to the survey. All ATP panelists that consented to SMS messages received an
SMS invitation and up to two SMS reminders.

Invitation and reminder dates
Initial invitation

Soft Launch
March 7, 2022

Full Launch
March 8, 2022

First reminder

March 10, 2022

March 10, 2022

Final reminder

March 12, 2022

March 12, 2022

Data quality checks
To ensure high-quality data, the Center’s researchers performed data quality checks to identify any
respondents showing clear patterns of satisficing. This includes checking for very high rates of
leaving questions blank, as well as always selecting the first or last answer presented. As a result of
this checking, three ATP respondents were removed from the survey dataset prior to weighting
and analysis.

Weighting
The ATP data is weighted in a multistep process that accounts for multiple stages of sampling and
nonresponse that occur at different points in the survey process. First, each panelist begins with a
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base weight that reflects their
probability of selection for
their initial recruitment
survey. The base weights for
panelists recruited in different
years are scaled to be
proportionate to the effective
sample size for all active
panelists in their cohort and
then calibrated to align with
the population benchmarks in
the accompanying table to
correct for nonresponse to
recruitment surveys and panel
attrition. If only a subsample
of panelists was invited to
participate in the wave, this
weight is adjusted to account
for any differential
probabilities of selection.

Weighting dimensions
Variable
Age x Gender
Education x Gender
Education x Age
Race/Ethnicity x Education
Born inside vs. outside the U.S. among
Hispanics and Asian Americans
Years lived in the U.S.

Benchmark source
2019 American Community Survey
(ACS)

Census region x Metro/Non-metro

2020 CPS March Supplement

Volunteerism

2019 CPS Volunteering & Civic Life
Supplement
2018 CPS Voting and Registration
Supplement
2021 National Public Opinion
Reference Survey (NPORS)

Voter registration
Party affiliation
Frequency of internet use
Religious affiliation

Note: Estimates from the ACS are based on non-institutionalized adults. Voter registration is
calculated using procedures from Hur, Achen (2013) and rescaled to include the total U.S.
adult population.
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Among the panelists who completed the survey, this weight is then calibrated again to align with
the population benchmarks identified in the accompanying table and trimmed at the 1st and 99th
percentiles to reduce the loss in precision stemming from variance in the weights. Sampling errors
and tests of statistical significance take into account the effect of weighting.
Some of the population benchmarks used for weighting come from surveys conducted prior to the
coronavirus outbreak that began in February 2020. However, the weighting variables for panelists
recruited in 2021 were measured at the time they were recruited to the panel. Likewise, the profile
variables for existing panelists were updated from panel surveys conducted in July or August 2021.
This does not pose a problem for most of the variables used in the weighting, which are quite
stable at both the population and individual levels. However, volunteerism may have changed over
the intervening period in ways that made their 2021 measurements incompatible with the
available (pre-pandemic) benchmarks. To address this, volunteerism is weighted using the profile
variables that were measured in 2020. For all other weighting dimensions, the more recent
panelist measurements from 2021 are used.
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For panelists recruited in 2021, plausible values were imputed using the 2020 volunteerism values
from existing panelists with similar characteristics. This ensures that any patterns of change that
were observed in the existing panelists were also reflected in the new recruits when the weighting
was performed.
The following table shows the unweighted sample sizes and the error attributable to sampling that
would be expected at the 95% level of confidence for different groups in the survey.

Group
Total sample

Unweighted
sample size
10,441

Plus or minus …
1.5 percentage points

Sample sizes and sampling errors for other subgroups are available upon request. In addition to
sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and practical difficulties in
conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls.

Dispositions and response rates
Final dispositions

AAPOR code

Total

1.1
2.12
2.1121

10,441
145
47

Never logged on (implicit refusal)

2.11

1,050

Survey completed after close of the field period

2.27

1

Completed interview
Logged onto survey; broke off
Logged onto survey; did not complete any items

Completed interview but was removed for data quality

3

Screened out

0

Total panelists in the survey

11,687

Completed interviews
Partial interviews
Refusals
Non-contact
Other
Unknown household
Unknown other

I
P
R
NC
O
UH
UO

10,441
0
1,245
1
0
0
0

Not eligible

NE

0

Total

11,687

AAPOR RR1 = I / (I+P+R+NC+O+UH+UO)

89%
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Cumulative response rate

Total

Weighted response rate to recruitment surveys
% of recruitment survey respondents who agreed to
join the panel, among those invited
% of those agreeing to join who were active panelists
at start of Wave 104
Response rate to Wave 104 survey

12%

Cumulative response rate

69%
43%
89%
3%
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